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Chapter 1

In A Climate Emergency Fit For A Parasite Economy we explore some of the 

reasons for doubt regarding the notion of man made global warming. We look at 

the economic and political forces behind the prominent environmentalist group 

Extinction Rebellion, the famous activist Greta Thunberg, the mainstream media 

(MSM) and the intergovernmental bodies who promote global warming 

alarmism. We also consider the influences behind the globalist movement which 

has created the perception of the ‘climate emergency.’

The once respected Guardian newspaper recently announced an official house 

style change. It will no longer be using the term ‘climate change’ and will now be 

using phrases like ‘climate crisis’ and ‘global heating.’ This change in language 

has followed the emergence of the environmentalist group Extinction Rebellion 

and the Internet sensation Greta Thunberg who insist we must act urgently to 

reduce CO2 emissions if we are to avert global catastrophe. In keeping with this 

theme the online news outlet the Independent published a story based on a 

report by the Australian think tank the Breakthrough National Centre for Climate

Restoration predicting huge sea level rises and the end of human civilisation by 

2050. “Be afraid, be very afraid” appears to be the MSM mantra.
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There’s no doubt.

However, the Guardian’s change of language also extends to how they refer to 

those who challenge the alleged scientific consensus on man made, CO2 driven 

global warming (anthropogenic global warming – AGW.) Anyone who questions 

the AGW hypothesis is now to be referred to as a “climate science denier.” The 

Guardian are one among many MSM outlets uniformly espousing this rhetoric. 

This is all supposedly based upon the premise that the science of AGW is ‘settled’ 

and beyond all reasonable doubt.

Science is not settled by committee. It is based upon evidence and the analysis of 

empirical data; the scientific method interprets the results of experimentation, 

searching for consistency, no matter who carries out the experiment; science 

requires verifiable data analyses and documented observation, always striving for 

objectivity.

Doubt is the primary principle of empirical science. A hypothesis is formed, 

tentatively explaining an observation. Apparent global warming for example. The 

real scientific method dictates the hypothesis is tested to breaking point. It must 

be robustly challenged. If no experimental, analytical or observable evidence 

emerges to refute the hypothesis, only then, after thorough peer review, does it 

become a scientific theory. Even after it becomes an accepted theory the science 

is constantly reviewed. If new observations contradicts the theory then it returns 

to hypothesis status, because the evidence refutes it, while further scientific 

research is undertaken.
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The evidence which contradicts the notion that CO2 ‘causes,’ or is even a 

significant contributor to global warming is extensive. It is important to recognise 

that climate is constantly changing. By looking back over millennia we can see 

that climate has fluctuated greatly.

The Greenland Ice Sheet Project (GISP) shows that, in the Northern hemisphere 

at least, there have been numerous periods throughout geological history when 

the climate has been significantly warmer than it is today. These changes have 

been seen throughout relatively recent human history. Over the last 11000 years 

global average temperature has varied by as much as 5C, rapidly warming and 

cooling. By comparing this with estimated C02 levels, researchers at the 

University of Oslo Department of Geo-sciences, led by Professor Ole Humlum, 

demonstrated that increased CO2 apparently had no causal relationship to global

temperature at all.
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The long range weather forecaster and climate scientist Piers Corbyn challenged 

the BBC, leading advocates of the AGW hypothesis, and the UK climate scientists 

at the University of East Anglia to cite just one peer reviewed paper which proves 

C02 is the driver of climate change. To date no one has cited any such paper.

Only idiots question AGW

Typically the response from AGW believers is that it isn’t a simple as that, as the 

AGW hypothesis relies upon numerous components, each contributing to the 

overarching hypothesis. However, the fact remains, that no scientist has 

published any paper, based upon empirical (measured) data, which firmly 

established any causal link between CO2 and global warming.

AGW is barely a sustainable hypothesis, let alone a cohesive theory. By insisting 

that AGW is ‘the truth,’ the Guardian’s new house style suggests a woeful 

understanding of empirical science has infested their editorial policy. It appears 

the Guardian are the science deniers.

However, there is reason to suspect, rather than scientific illiteracy, it is an 

economic and political agenda which underpins the Guardian’s absolute refusal 

to report science honestly. We’ll look at these influences in more detail in Parts 2 

and 3.

Something wholly absent from all MSM climate emergency ‘alarmism’ is the 
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economic and political context of the modern CO2 climate change narrative. It is 

as if the powerful corporate, political and financial forces behind groups like 

Extinction Rebellion, the IPCC and prominent individuals like Greta Thunberg, 

are entirely irrelevant. MSM investigative journalism, asking questions of power, 

is virtually non-existent when it comes to the climate change ‘science.’ The 

question is why?

So let’s briefly look at some reasons to doubt the AGW hypothesis, explore the 

power structures driving climate change alarmism forward, and consider if there 

is more to the AGW theory than just science. We may as well, it is obvious no one

in the MSM is going to do it.

Some Scientific Reasons To Doubt AGW

Very broadly the Anthropogenic Global Warming hypothesis states that man 

made CO2 emissions add ‘an additional amount’ of CO2 to the ‘greenhouse gases’

in the atmosphere. Energy from the Sun first passes through the atmosphere and

heats the Earth. The ‘greenhouse effect’ traps the returning solar energy as it is 

radiated from the Earth, primarily in the form of infrared radiation.

Additional warming?
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This ‘additional man made CO2’ absorbs and in turn emits infrared radiation 

back into the atmosphere in a process called ‘positive radiative forcing.’ This 

causes changes in the energy balance in the troposphere (the part of atmosphere 

we live in on Earth) measured in Watts per square meter (W/m2.) Positive 

radiative forcing means the ‘imbalance’ produces a heating effect in the 

troposphere and therefore additional planetary or ‘global warming.’

The AGW hypothesis claims that natural warming is exacerbated and amplified 

by the ‘additional CO2’ emitted by us. Natural climate change occurs no matter 

what, regardless of our activity. This natural climate cycle’s effect, over the last 

400 years or so, has been warming. The Earth is currently in a relatively cool 

period having recently emerged from a mini ice age called the Maunder Minimum.

This coincided with extremely low solar activity. As solar activity increased, the 

planet warmed but, according to the AGW hypothesis, we have significantly 

increased the rate of this warming and this, say the alarmists, is both 

unprecedented and dangerous.

It is the envisaged effects of AGW which leads to fears of impending doom. These 

include melting ice sheets, huge sea level rise, a devastating increase in extreme 

weather events, food scarcity, seismic population shifts and so on and on.

The first thing to note about the AGW hypothesis is that it assumes the 

greenhouse effect is a fact. There is solid scientific reason to doubt it. There is 

always doubt with good science.

In 1859 the Irish physicist John Tyndall was credited with first discovering the 

radiant heat capacity of atmospheric gases, despite the earlier work of Eunice 

Foote and others. This was soon followed in 1896 by the work of Swedish 

physicist and chemist Svante Arrnhenius (an ancestor of Greta Thunberg) who 

more accurately quantified the thermal properties of CO2 in the atmosphere. 

However, the greenhouse effect hypothesis was largely ignored by science 

throughout the 20th century.
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The modern AGW hypothesis is largely based upon research of NASA scientist 

James Hansen who reinvigorated Arnnhenius’ theories and suggested that this 

CO2 radiative forcing was ‘causing’ additional global warming. His work coincided

with a number of economic and geopolitical drivers which also support the AGW 

hypothesis. Something we’ll discuss in Part 2.

The problem is ‘the greenhouse effect,’ as it relates to the AGW, has a number of 

unresolved scientific questions hanging over it, most notably from physicists. 

These include an apparent, relative disregard of convection and conduction as a 

methods of atmospheric heat transfer; no acknowledgment of atmospheric 

volume expansion and contraction (pressure differential) as a heat mitigating 

factor; a seemingly false assumption that global radiative emissions are uniform; 

disagreement about the radiative baseline; extreme difficulty in even measuring 

average global surface temperature and no recognition that global air 

temperatures can also be explained through the normal thermodynamic 

properties (thermal gradient) of atmospheric gases, no greenhouse effect required.

According to Hansen and others, CO2 drives temperature. Therefore CO2 must 

rise first, causing temperatures to follow. However, there is significant evidence 

this is not the case. For example, the Journal Nature published a paper in 1999 

which looked at the Ice core records for the Last 420,000 years in Antarctica. 

This showed that atmospheric CO2 levels lagged behind temperature change by 
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approximately 800 years.

These are just a few of the scientific objections to ‘certainty,’ a wholly unscientific 

principle, regarding the greenhouse effect, supposedly underpinning of the AGW 

hypothesis. For example a recent study by two Ph.D scientists (Ned Nikolov and 

Karl Zeller) found, what appeared to be, a direct correlations between planetary 

atmospheric pressure, solar radiance and surface temperature, with the Earth’s 

surface temperature fitting precisely to the observation. A number of other papers

have supported such findings.

The IPCC have stated that current CO2 levels are ‘unprecedented’ in human 

history. They have used the Ice core records to demonstrate this. Yet again, there 

is doubt these claims are accurate. Historical CO2 levels need to be calculated 

using proxies, no one was measuring it until the last century. Ice core data is one

method, another is the density of plant stemata, which vary inversely with 

atmospheric CO2. By looking at accurately dated fossil records, stemata density, 

and thereby CO2 levels, can be derived.

AGW assumption about historic CO2 could be wrong

When the stomatal records were analysed by scientists from Stockholm 

University its showed a massive divergence from the Ice Core CO2 averages. In a 

3000 year period, while ice core proxies showed CO2 levels between 235 – 

255ppm the contemporaneous stomatal record indicated a range between 170-

430ppm. Suggesting not only periods of higher total CO2 but also much greater 

variability. This brings the IPCC’s claim of unprecedented levels into question.
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My point here is not to state one theory trumps another, but rather to highlight 

the fact that to claim the science of AGW is ‘settled’ is incorrect. For the Guardian

and other MSM outlets to assert all who question AGW are “climate science 

deniers” is complete gobbledygook. Unless the Guardian is staffed by idiots 

(highly unlikely) it seems the change of language is designed to convince readers 

that the AGW hypothesis is a certainty, in the full knowledge that it isn’t.

You don’t need a Ph.D in physics to wonder if the AGW hypothesis is sound. 

Simple logic will do. AGW suggests that the additional CO2 emitted by mankind 

represents the ‘additional greenhouse gas’ driving climate change. It states that 

our industrial activity and energy consumption is the controlling factor for the 

Earth’s climate. That’s why we all need to reduce our carbon footprint, pay more 

tax and have our energy ‘usage’ monitored by the state.

To consider this we need to be clear about what a ‘greenhouse gas’ is. NASA, the 

IPCC and other organisations who support the AGW hypothesis, always report 

greenhouse gases as primarily composing of CO2 (carbon dioxide), CH4 (methane)

and N2O (nitrous oxide). Remember, according to the theory, greenhouse gases 

are the ones which both absorb and emit infrared radiation, thereby warming the 

planet, with man made CO2 allegedly tipping the balance and controlling climate 

change.

However these organisations consistently ignore the most abundant greenhouse 

gas H20, the water vapour which eventually forms clouds. The AGW hypothesis 

states that rising global temperatures increase evaporation and therefore 

atmospheric H2O. AGW believers claim CO2 acts like a thermostat control nob, 
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through positive radiative forcing. The problem is, like all greenhouse gases H20 

also reflects the Sun’s energy, thereby cooling the planet through ‘negative 

radiative forcing.’ So more clouds could also reduce global temperatures. That’s 

why it is generally colder on a cloudy day. To say the science is unclear on this 

subject would be an understatement.

Even if you accept the greenhouse effect as an undisputed fact, these gases are 

undoubtedly formed through two processes. Naturally occurring and man made 

emissions. For example, as the oceans warm they expand and emit CO2 (Henry’s 

Law) and they absorb it when they cool and contract. If climate is ‘controlled’ by 

the greenhouse effect then a percentage of climate sensitivity will occur through 

such natural processes and a percentage through mankind’s activity. So what 

percentage of these greenhouse gases are contributed by us?

The amount of water vapour in atmosphere is constantly changing, but estimates

fluctuate between 90% – 95% of greenhouse gases. Of the remaining 5% – 10% of 

greenhouse gases (dependent upon H2O variability) approximately 60% can be 

attributed to CO2. So CO2 represents between 3% – 6% of the all greenhouse 

gases. However, the percentage of CO2 contributed my mankind’s activity is 

approximately 4% of total atmospheric CO2.

This means that man’s contribution to the greenhouse gases which, according to 

the AGW hypothesis, is pushing us towards global catastrophe is between 

approximately 0.12% – 0.24% (depending upon water vapour variability.) If we are

generous, that’s between 2 to 3 10ths of 1% of all greenhouse gases.

Even if the greenhouse effect is correct, should mankind’s total carbon footprint 

become zero, there would still be at least 99.6% of remaining greenhouse gases to

contend with. The AGW hypothesis suggests that less than half of 1% of the 

entire greenhouse effect is destabilising the whole global climate. It isn’t quite 

that simple, because different gases absorb and emit infrared radiation at 

different rates. In addition, the CO2 cycle or ‘resonance time,’ the rate at which 

the planet recycles CO2, is much slower than the H2O cycle. Again, there is 

considerable scientific debate about CO2 resonance. However, it isn’t 

unreasonable to consider that 75% of AGW is attributable to H2O (vapour and 

clouds) and 20% to CO2 (with other greenhouse gases making up the difference.) 
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Therefore, mankind’s CO2 emission count for an estimated 1% of net warming.

Planetary greening

Something never mentioned by the alarmists is the potential benefit of increased 

atmospheric CO2. It is plant food after all. Without it there would be no life on 

Earth as we know it. That’s why we commonly turn CO2 levels up as high a 1500 

ppm in greenhouses. It also possibly explains why we are currently witnessing 

planetary greening, as deserts give way to plant growth. Referring to it as a 

pollutant seems preposterous. Without it we would all be dead and we breath it 

out while we aren’t.

As with all climate related science the picture is complex. Plants (along with algae

and cyanobacteria) use photosynthesis to convert CO2 and H2O into the sugars 

required for energetic growth. Plants do this along slightly different ‘pathways’ 

and can be categorised accordingly as types C3, C4 and CAM. Their capacity for 

carbon capture, impact upon the water and CO2 cycle, prevalence within 

ecosystems and relative competitive advantages and disadvantages vary. These 

aspects contribute the overall assessment of their influence on both global 

biodiversity and climate change. What cannot be said, with any certainty at all, is

that the greening of the planet is ‘bad.’

You don’t need to be a rocket scientist to ask questions about the AGW 

hypothesis. Doing so certainly does not make you a ‘climate science denier.’

Further reason for doubt springs from the clear discrepancies between the 
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predicted climate change ‘computer models,’ from which all alarmism springs, 

and the actual measured data. The IPCC, which isn’t a scientific organisation, 

uses computer models to supposedly inform its Summary for Policy Makers. This 

is then used by politicians to form the policies that impact upon us all.

Empirical science isn’t so concerned with prediction. It is based more upon 

observed measurements. Conclusions can then be drawn from analysis of this 

measured data. This is far more reliable than prediction because it is based upon 

what actually happened rather than what might, or could happen.

The modeled prediction don’t match observed temperatures

The IPCC formed in 1988 as fears, prompted by NASA scientist James Hansen’s 

research, rose. The IPCC started predicting what would happen as a result. 

Consequently we now have more than 30 years of actual, real measured data to 

compare with the projections.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) gets its temperature data 

from government scientists and government bodies. Satellite temperature data 

sets come from the UAH (University of Alabama in Huntsville) and the Remote 

Sensing Systems (RSS) analyses of satellite and balloon temperature data. Both 

UAH and RSS are U.S government funded. Other IPCC data sets come from the 
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Goddard Institute for Space Studies – GISS (U.S government funded,) and the 

HadCRUT data sets from the UK government funded Hadley Centre of the UK Met

Office and the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) of the University of East Anglia. 

Oceanic temperature data sets are fed to the IPCC by the Coupled Model 

Intercomparison Project (CMIP) funded by the United Nations. Data for weather 

events largely comes from the U.S government funded National Centers for 

Environmental Information (NCEI) and the UK government funded Met Office.

This doesn’t necessarily mean the data is untrustworthy but political influence 

must be considered if you are rational.

The satellite temperatures indicators, which measure radiation levels not 

temperature (this is calculated from the data,) are considered to be more reliable 

than average surface temperature measurements, which have a greater 

susceptibility environmental variance. This indicates the difficulty in even 

calculating average global temperature as there is considerable divergence 

between the data sets.

Hansen predicted additional CO2 would cause runaway global warming, if 

nothing was done to reduce emissions. As we all know, since then, C02 has 

steadily increased to 412 parts per million (or 0.04%) of the atmosphere, with 

man’s CO2 emissions reaching a climate controlling 0.0016%. Yet the measured 

temperature data does not match either the IPCC’s or Hansens predictions. There

is reason for scientific doubt about the predictions.

Furthermore, when we look at the prophecies of catastrophe, arising from the 

AGW hypothesis, in the light or real world data, this again provides reason for 

scepticism.

Some Reasons To Doubt the Impending AGW Apocalypse

Virtually none of the horrifying prediction made by the IPCC and other AGW 

proponents have materialised. In 2005 the United Nations Environmental 

Program (UNEP), founders of the IPCC along with the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO), claimed that massive sea level rises would create 50 million 
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‘climate refugees‘ by 2010. In 2003 the Pentagon released its terrifying document 

“An Abrupt Climate Change Scenario and Its Implications for United States 

National Security.” In it they claimed, unless action to limit CO2 emissions was 

taken (and no meaningful action has been taken) the catastrophes we should 

have seen by now include California being flooded with inland seas, parts of the 

Netherlands becoming “unlivable,” and polar ice completely vanishing in the 

summer. None of which has come to pass.

In fact ice sheets on Greenland, in the Arctic and the Antarctic have been 

thickening for decades. The IPCC has warned repeatedly of the dangers 

threatened by the collapse of the Antarctic Peninsula, now scientist acknowledge 

these predictions were wrong. All of these provably false predictions were 

trumpeted by the MSM.

Arctic sea ice volume has increased over the last decade

In 2000 David Viner, the senior research scientist for the Climatic Research Unit 

(CRU) at the University of East Anglia, told the UK media, who dutifully reported 

it without hesitation, that snowfall would virtually disappear in the UK. Snowfall 

records across the northern hemisphere continue to show an increase, not a 
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decline.

Yet, despite the fact that these kinds of alarmist claims have been proven to be 

precisely that, we still see people working themselves up into a frenzy as more 

and more spill forth. The latest has followed the IPCC’s most recent Summary For

Policy Makers claiming we have just 12 years to save the planet unless we cut 

CO2 emissions. This has been picked up by the pressure groups like Extinction 

Rebellion, who amplify the message, though presumable it’s now only 11 years. 

Hence the Guardian’s, and others, insistence we all accept the ‘climate 

emergency.’

What these erroneous predictions and wildly inaccurate doomsday revelations all 

have in common is that they never err on the cooler, less dramatic side. This is 

understandable for the MSM. Saying “it probably won’t make much difference” 

sells nowhere near as much copy, or advertising space, as “the end is nigh” 

soothsaying. However, you would have thought the climate science, an extremely 

complex field, published by bodies like the IPCC or the CRU, would occasionally 

revise some predictions downwards. Yet they never do, they consistently assert a 

worsening overheating, melting, burning apocalypse.

Increasing snow coverage

Frankly, for science, this is weird. As new evidence is revealed it constantly 

adapts and shifts its position. While the direction of travel may generally be 

consistent, you would expect some variation in the opposite direction from these 

supposedly scientific bodies. It is not as if there isn’t any evidence to at least 

wonder if the current state of CO2 induced panic is warranted. Yet those 
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organisation, portrayed as the ‘world’s leading climate experts’ never cease to 

ramp up the hysteria.

For example, between 1997 and 2015, while approximately 33% of all alleged 

man made positive radiative forcing has supposedly occurred, data from the 

Remote Sensing Systems (RSS) showed no net warming at all. From a scientific 

standpoint it is untenable to insist the world is doomed, because of CO2, while at

the same time ignoring all the evidence that it isn’t. Yet that is precisely what the 

IPCC and various other government agencies, such as the Pentagon, do.

We are constantly told there is a ‘consensus’ about the AGW hypothesis. Why? 

We arc not continually reminded of the scientific consensus that the Earth orbits 

the sun; scientists don’t insist we believe waves have frequencies; there’s no lobby

group of concerned scientists demanding we accept H2O is water or that electric 

current conducts. Yet, when it comes to the AGW hypothesis, we are encouraged 

to accept that the alleged consensus is evidence, which it isn’t.

No observable trend during the most intense period of AGW?

This reveals the most unscientific of traits. An agenda.
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Evidence of an Agenda

We are told that ‘scientists’ have proven we are entering the 6th mass extinction 

period as a result of mankind’s’ CO2 emissions. In truth, this claim is extremely 

dubious. It was the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity 

and Ecosystem Services (IPBES) who released their ‘Summary for Policy Makers’ 

which announced the latest prediction that we’re all going to die. Groups like 

Extinction Rebellion and ‘thought leaders’ like Greta Thunberg, presumably 

spurred on by their terror, then embarked upon global panic campaigns to ram 

home the message. Ably assisted, as ever, by the mainstream media.

The IPBES produced their terrifying statistics by showing all species loss as a 

cumulative percentage increase over 19th and 20th century. They took the raw 

data from the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural 

Resources (IUCN) record of species loss, called the Red List. By carefully 

reinterpreting this data, apparently to suit an alarmist agenda, the IPBES 

produced its horrific nonsense.

What the actual data shows is that forced extinction peaked at the end of the 

19th century and has been steadily in decline ever since. It is also notable that 

mankind’s CO2 ‘emissions’ really took off in the post WWII industrial boom. So, if

CO2 has any relationship to species extinction (which doesn’t appear to be the 

case) it is an inverse one. The precise opposite of the scary claims.
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[Left] How the IPBES presented the data – [Right] The data

This apparent manipulation of data to unscientifically prove a claim, contrary to 

the logical interpretation of observation, is something the chair of the IPBES is 

well aware of. Sir Robert Watson, the former chair of the IPCC, who held 

leadership positions within NASA, the World Bank, the White House and the UK 

government, is also Director of Strategic Development for the Tyndall Centre for 

Climate Change Research (CRU) at the University of East Anglia. The CRU 

provides much of the HadCRUT data which informs the IPCC’s climate change 

models.

In 2009 the CRU were embroiled in the Climategate Scandal. Leaked emails, 

probably from a disgruntled insider, showed systematic data manipulation 

(scientific fraud) at the heart of the CRU. The emails revealed collusion between 

supposed scientists to hide, alter, misinterpret and otherwise manipulate raw 

data to ‘prove’ their seemingly politically motivated AGW hypothesis. This was 

absolutely contrary to the scientific method and the global scientific community, 

though seldom reported by the MSM, were appalled.

The emails showed that wealthy political Non Governmental Organisations 

(NGO’s,) such as the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) were influencing the allegedly 

hard science of the CRU. Asking them to ‘beef up’ certain data and overlook 

other, less convenient, evidence. That the CRU apparently complied, shows they 

were not acting as scientists but rather political spin doctors.
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The whole basis of the AGW hypothesis alarmism is that the current warming 

period is unprecedented. This, according the alarmists, must be because man 

made CO2 is adding an additional 0.4% load to existing greenhouse gases. So any

evidence that the warming is not ‘unprecedented’ would require a reassessment of

the whole AGW concept. Consequently the CRU colluded with other ‘leading 

climate scientists’ around the world to hide the inconvenient truth.

While the emails reveal all manner of obfuscation and agenda setting, instead of 

empirical science, it is the acknowledgments of uncertainty and deliberate side-

lining of counter indicative data which stands out. The CRU scientists recognised 

that the current warming period may not be ‘unprecedented.’ The same can be 

seen in the so called medieval warm period, which occurred around 1000 – 1400 

CE, before any CO2 producing industrialisation. Similarly the data showed a 

period of extended global cooling in the late 20th century. This didn’t ‘fit’ with the

AGW hypothesis.
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What happened to the Medieval Warm Period?

Ironically, the actual problem was the uncertainty about the proxy data used 

(such as tree rings) prior to modern thermometer readings. This uncertainty 

didn’t necessarily ‘disprove’ the AGW hypothesis but rather questioned the value 

of some historical data, thereby making it difficult to ‘prove’ unprecedented 

warming. It was obvious from the communications that there was no consensus 

about the ‘dangers’ of AGW but rather broad agreement that the AGW hypothesis

should be promoted, no matter what.

One of the IPCC posters for AGW is the Hockey Stick graph produced by 

climatologist Michael E. Mann. The CRU emails revealed that this had been 

produced by altering the way the average “smooth” was displayed. He truncated 

the timeline of some data, to hide the divergence between data sets and give the 

impression of more rapid, significant, recent warming. He mixed data sources, 

using the questionable ice core record for historical temperature data (ignoring 

stomatal record contradictions) then used questionable ‘average global 

temperature data sets’ to separately indicate recent warming. Referenced as 

‘Mike’s Nature Trick’ in the emails, the real shocker was that CRU scientists were 

impressed with the subterfuge and so adopted it themselves. Producing nothing 
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even approaching science, but rather propaganda.

That the scientists at the CRU were caught out fiddling the science was bad 

enough, but that many of the same scientists have continued to provide the 

HadCRUT data which supposedly informs the IPCC climate models is a firm basis

for both lay and scientific scepticism. However, it is far from the only reason to 

doubt the accuracy of climate alarmism. Other instances of scientific fraud, error 

and deception in climate research are plentiful. Similarly this has allowed MSM to

report abject nonsense as ‘evidence’ of mankind’s collective suicide mission.

Mike’s nature trick

For example, there is no doubt at all that the warmest decade of the 20th century

in the U.S was the 1930’s. This presents a problem if you want to demonstrate a 

recent warming trend, especially if you claim this was caused by the rapid growth

of CO2 emissions in the post WWII period. So the temperature data sets provided 

to the IPCC go through some ‘adjustments’ prior to submission. These 

consistently reduce historical temperature records and increase more recent data.

This upwards inflation of modern temperature records, and simultaneous 
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reduction in historical temperature averages, was highlighted in 2017 by a team 

of independent Ph.D scientists who reviewed the statistical data sets. They 

highlighted a reasonable concern that the global average surface temperature 

(GAST) data is wholly untrustworthy. They concluded:

“ The conclusive findings of this research are that the three GAST data sets are not 

a valid representation of reality. In fact, the magnitude of their historical data 

adjustments, that removed their cyclical temperature patterns, are totally 

inconsistent with published and credible U.S. and other temperature data. Thus, it 

is impossible to conclude from the three published GAST data sets that recent 

years have been the warmest ever –despite current claims of record setting 

warming.”

Alarmism Straying Into the Absurd

Such scientific doubt is rarely reported by the MSM. However, they do report a 

never ending stream of frankly ridiculous ‘fake news’ stories which always add to 

the AGW hysteria. A big favourite is the rapidly approaching extinction of the 

Polar Bear. This reached a crescendo last year when National Geographic 

released a real tear jerker of a video showing a starving Polar Bear with the 

caption ‘This is What Climate Change Looks Like.’
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A healthy (not starving) Polar Bear

If you forget the fact that the polar bears survived the total disappearance of 

summer sea ice in the recent (Holocene) geological past, or that the filmmakers 

actually said “this is what starvation looks like;” even if you ignore the fact that 

sea ice loss doesn’t really threaten an animal that can swim for hundreds of miles

without stopping, then surely the fact that the Polar Bear populations is thriving 

should prompt pause for thought? It did for National Geographic who printed a 

retraction but probably not for the estimated 2.5 billion people who have seen the

video, thanks to the MSM’s avid promotion. It is the imagery and symbolism that 

will stick in their minds, something all good propaganda plays upon.

There is even doubt that there has been any ‘additional warming’ in the Arctic. 

Once again we encounter the massaging of historical records and fiddling of 

measured data to produce a false impression. In keeping with the warming in the 

U.S in the 1930’s the data shows temperatures rose sharply in the Arctic during 

the same period. Arctic monitoring stations have measured an annual cooling 

trend ever since. So it appears GISS have upwardly adjusted temperature data 

from 19 of the 23 monitoring station and forgotten to mention the pre-war 

warming period.

A favoured trick of the MSM is to deliberately confuse weather with climate 

change. No matter what the weather event the MSM always claim a link to 

climate change. Often with the assistance of government agencies who seem 

equally keen to sound the alarm. The BBC have just reported widespread flooding

in Wainfleet in Lincolnshire. They eagerly cited claims from the UK government’s 

Environment Agency that this is ‘unprecedented.’ Except it isn’t. A heavier deluge 

fell on the area in 1960. Similar dross has sprouted from the reporting of the 

recent European heatwave. The BBC reported that France had recorded it’s 

highest ever temperature of 45.9C. This wasn’t true either. In 1930 temperatures 

as high as 122F (50C) were recorded in Paris. Again, it is as if the past never 

happened. Well, a warmer past anyway.

The idea that ‘extreme weather events’ are getting worse is a central tenet of AGW

alarm. This is a major consideration for the engineers who build bridges, sewers, 
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skyscrapers and so on. They keep a close eye on climate trends and predictions 

in an attempt to future proof their infrastructure projects. In 2016 a team of 

engineers from Cambridge University analysed the weather records of the last 

century. They stated:

“It is widely promulgated and believed that human-caused global warming comes 

with increases in both the intensity and frequency of extreme weather events. A 

survey of official weather sites and the scientific literature provides strong evidence

that the first half of the 20th century had more extreme weather than the second 

half, when anthropogenic global warming is claimed to have been mainly 

responsible for observed climate change.”

They aren’t alone. Even the IPCC admit that they only have low confidence that 

extreme weather events are linked to climate change. So where do MSM stories 

such as the Guardian’s handy visual guide “Deadly Weather: The Human Cost of 

2018’s Climate Disaster” come from? This appears to allow the Guardian, among 

others, to claim that ‘extreme cold’ is also a sign of global warming. When snow 

and ice is attributed to ‘global heating’ we really are entering the realms of the 

absurd.
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Heatwaves = climate change – Cold weather = weather (sometimes climate

change)

If we consider (see Part 2) that there may be an economic and political agenda at 

play here, in light of the divergence between climate model predictions and real 

empirical data, falling temperatures also needs to be squeezed into the narrative. 

Despite the obvious lunacy, ‘extreme weather,’ as part of the ‘climate disaster,’ 

provides the necessary wriggle room. There is mounting evidence that we are 

entering a Grand Solar Minimum prompting significant concerns of rapid cooling,

which is always more hazardous for life than warming. Regardless of the fact that

the IPCC have claimed the Sun, the source of all energy on Earth, has little to do 

with climate change, perhaps you won’t be surprised to learn that many 

scientists disagree.

The MSM also have a habit of reporting climate alarm which, when proven to be 

utter rubbish, they seldom retract or, if they do, that correction is relegated to the

minor pages, months later. Recently The Independent publicised a report, 

published in the respected scientific journal Nature, that claimed thermal uptake 
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in the oceans had been underestimated by 60%. According to the Independent 

this had massive implications for the climate models. Unfortunately the paper 

was mathematically incoherent babble based upon fundamentally flawed 

calculations.

However, in the world of climate change alarmism, such trifles don’t matter. 

Knowing this paper to be simply ‘wrong’ the Independent have, to date, printed 

no retraction at all. Even ‘Nature’ have left the paper on their site and, having 

partially acknowledged the huge calculation error, deceptively state:

“We are working with the authors to establish the quantitative impact of the errors 

on the published results, at which point in time we will provide a further update.”

Eight months later they haven’t managed to work this out. Something which 

should concern anybody who values ‘Nature’ as a respected reviewer of empirical 

science.

A world leading climate expert

Another MSM ploy is to highlight celebrity endorsements to convince the public to

be terrified. Who needs to understand the science when world leading climate 
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experts like Radiohead say they’re worried?

This use, or is it abuse, of celebrities reached its pessimum when much loved 

natural history journalist David Attenborough was convinced to narrate a 

ridiculous film alleging walruses were falling to their deaths because of climate 

change. Attenborough stated that climate change had forced the walruses to ‘haul

out’ en masse in “desperation” due to sea ice loss, caused by AGW. With the 

director Sophie Lanfear stating “This is the sad reality of climate change.”

This was monumental tripe. Mass ‘haul outs’ of walruses have long been known 

as a strong indicator of population health. Far from signs of walrus demise, the 

increasing size of ‘haul outs’ indicate an abundance of food and a growing 

population. Nor does this stunning natural event seemingly have anything to do 

with receding sea ice. Huge ‘haul outs’ have been recorded as far back as the 

1930’s, when the extent of the sea ice was greater.

However, an abundance of walruses also means an abundance of food for the 

abundant polar bears. While no one really knows why walruses climb cliffs, 

perhaps they follow scent trails, evading feasting predators also seems a 

reasonable guess.

These are just a few of the copious examples of scientific fraud and baseless fear 

mongering which characterise climate change alarmism. Despite the allegations 

of the MSM and others, those who highlight these problems are neither ‘denying 

climate science’ nor suggesting climate change shouldn’t be a concern.

What they are saying is that the counter evidence, frequent incidents of scientific 

skulduggery, widespread manipulation and misreporting of data and repeated 

MSM fear mongering, based upon falsehoods, raise legitimate reasons for doubt. 

There is an apparent agenda unnecessarily heightening public alarm and over 

emphasising one hypothesis (AGW) at the expense of all the other scientific 

reasons for environmental caution.

In order to understand why that agenda exists, we need to look more closely at 

the money behind it, so let's do that. Then we'll consider the ideology 

underpinning the story of the AGW climate emergency.
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Chapter 2

In Part 1 we looked at some of the reasons to question scientific certainty about 

the Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) hypothesis. Please read Part 1 first if 

you currently believe there is no basis for scepticism. In Part 3 we’ll explore the 

ideology underpinning globalist thinking on the ‘climate emergency.’ But first, 

let’s look at some of those globalist forces leading the climate activists and their 

environmentalist movements.

The Alarmist Power Structure

Over the last few months, we have seen the synchronised appearance of three 

distinct yet mutually supportive phenomena. The pressure group Extinction 

Rebellion (XR) seemingly rose from nowhere to global prominence. 

Simultaneously, the Swedish teenage activist sensation Greta Thunberg started a

global youth movement, garnering an immense social media following in no time 

at all, rarely falling far from the MSM limelight since.

The meteoric rise of XR and Thunberg has been accompanied by a ubiquitous 

MSM and intergovernmental campaign to redefine language itself. Over the last 

two decades we have been systematically educated to first forget about the ‘hole 

in the Ozone layer’, focus upon ‘global warming’ instead, then forget that and 
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adopt the term ‘climate change’ before abandoning that to think in terms of a 

‘climate emergency.’ This is sometimes called ‘reframing’ or, more commonly, 

‘spin.’ The underlying evidence base doesn’t necessarily change but our 

perception of the possible threat does.

XR have been calling for global revolution, staging street protests the world over, 

in response to claimed government indifference to the intergovernmental 

pronouncements that we are entering the 6th global mass extinction event and 

only have 12 years left to save the Earth. They insist, as do many others, that 

anyone who questions their certainty that CO2 propelled disaster is upon us are 

‘climate science deniers.’

As the Red List shows, mankind has wiped out a number of species. But these 

moronic feats were overwhelmingly achieved with spears, bullets and tarmac. 

There is no evidence that CO2 ever had anything to do with it, nor that it ever 

will. XR are one among many modern ‘environmentalist’ movements who exclude 

the very real dangers mankind’s activities present to the natural world, while 

focusing exclusively on alleged AGW.

The height of the extinction campaign

Scepticism about AGW does not denote any belief that we don’t have a man made

biodiversity problem. Certainly deforestation, pollution, urbanisation, modern 

agriculture, the widespread use of pesticides, electromagnetic pollution, over 
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fishing, the general loss of natural habitats, the huge ecological destruction 

wrought by war (by far the biggest threat to the environment) and numerous 

other environmental abuses are threats. However, the insistence from ‘green 

lobbyists’ that CO2 is practically the only one we should concern ourselves with, 

consistently overlooks these significant, more evident problems.

To question if CO2 is really to blame, is not to deny either the scientific or 

historical evidence. To studiously ignore all the other environmental crimes we 

continue to perpetrate, solely to promote a single unproven hypothesis, most 

definitely is.

We are reliably informed that XR are a grassroots movement, formed by 

concerned citizens who are dismayed by the lack of government action on 

climate. They are supposedly opposed to current government policy and state on 

their website:

• Government must tell the truth by declaring a climate and ecological 

emergency. 

• Government must act now to halt the biodiversity loss and reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions to net zero by 2025. 

• Government must create and be led by the decisions of a Citizens’ Assembly 

on climate and ecological justice. 

Their demands are clear. The AGW hypothesis is an indisputable fact, the only 

way to save the planet is by achieving something called ‘net zero’ CO2 emissions 

and elected government policy must be controlled only by people who don’t 

question either of the first two assumptions.

The Extinction Rebellion Industrial Complex

XR intend to achieve their geopolitical aims by stopping commuters getting to 

work, gluing themselves to office windows and heavy machinery, ruining local 

businesses and generally fouling up people’s day to day lives. This allegedly puts 

them in direct conflict with the state and they have the arrests to prove it.

So it is perhaps surprising that one of the cofounders of XR Dr Gail Bradbrook 
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recently said:

“The politicians, actually, behind the scenes, including this current government, are

telling us that they need a social movement like ours to give them the social 

permission to do the necessary.”

Gail in a sticky situation

Gail should know. Her links to government policy making and the 

telecommunications industry are well established. She has spent the last two 

decades working with charities, NGO’s and thinks tanks, influencing, guiding and

often producing central government policy.

Over recent years the UK government has passed a slew of legislation 

systematically eroding people’s rights to lawfully gather and peacefully protest. 

The Public Order Act 1986, Crime and Disorder Act 1998, Anti-social Behaviour 

Act 2003, Anti-social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014 have coincided with 

a strategic shift in policing towards practices such as ‘kettling,’ intrusive 

surveillance, infiltration and a parallel militarisation agenda.

In order to organise a protest, even in a British provincial town, you need to have 

it approved by the local authority. Yet XR were seemingly able to bring 

widespread disruption the heart of London, for days, with little difficulty. The 

success of their guerrilla protests have been duplicated across major European 
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cities, with consistent results. They have received massive promotional support 

from the mainstream media, with their leaders being interviewed on the main 

evening news and appearing on numerous, high profile, MSM discussion 

programs.

This is in stark contrast to other groups whose protests have been all but 

ignored. For example XR’s civil disobedience has been dwarfed by that of the Gilet

Jaune in France. Yet, while XR have grabbed the global headlines, including in 

France, the ‘Yellow Jackets’ have barely warranted a mention by the MSM, unless

to accuse them of instigating violence, and there has been virtually no MSM news

reports of the brutal suppression meted out by the French and EU authorities.

Massive Gilet Jaune demonstration

As far as the state and the MSM are concerned, not all protests are equal. Some 

are allowed and promoted, while others crushed and ignored. The Notable 

difference between XR and the Gilet Jaune, other than the size of the protests, is 

that XR support the globalist agenda while the much larger Gilet Jaune 

movement oppose it. Obviously, it isn’t the weight of expressed public opinion 

that matters but rather how that opinion is received by the state.

Only a month after the sudden appearance of XR in the UK, the leader of her 

majesty’s opposition, Jeremy Corbyn, had his motion to declare a ‘climate 

emergency’ approved by the UK government. Within weeks of their protest 

beginning, XR were in discussion with cabinet ministers. So it seems Dr 
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Bradbrook’s opinion that XR have at least tacit support from the state is well 

founded.

Claims by XR that they are a ‘grassroots’ movement of the people are complete 

tosh. In just under 3 months, following its launch on October 31st 2018, XR had 

spread to 50 countries and, by April 2019, was reporting a global network of 400 

branches. This doesn’t just happen. It requires a massive, coordinated effort, a 

global, highly effective media strategy and significant funding.

XR have been extremely coy about their revenue sources, claiming it all comes 

from private benefactors, public donations and money generated from ‘activist 

workshops’ where they sell training to would be protestors. Bizarre trainee 

requirements, such as participants being encouraged to sign a declaration stating

a willingness to break the law for their activist principles, have raised 

considerable concerns among the genuine activist movement. However, you only 

need to look at the leadership to identify some extremely powerful globalist 

institutions deeply ensconced within Extinction Rebellion.

Senior figures, like Dr Gail Bradbrook, a consultant for EE and the Cabinet 

Office, among others, maintain a network of connections to multinational 

corporations, governmental and intergovernmental bodies. Dr Bradbrook works 

for a registered charity called Citizens Online, who call themselves ‘digital 

inclusion experts.’ Whatever that means?

Tazza loves 5G
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They have consulted for a variety of government ministries and agencies 

including Ofcom and the Department for International Trade. Their board of 

trustees include Lord St John of Bletso, whose corporate ties include stints with 

numerous oil and gas energy firms, plastic manufacturers, investment and asset 

management firms and banks. Anthony has more recently focused upon 

communication technology and sits on a number of governmental policy steering 

groups focused upon the 4th industrial revolution. While gracing the House of 

Lords Select Committee on Artifical Intelligence Anthony co-authored the 

following:

“We urge the Government to consider further substantial public investment to 

ensure that everywhere in the UK is included within the rollout of 5G and ultrafast 

broadband, as this should be seen as a necessity.”

I’m sure the fact that Tony’s venture capitalist firm Albion Ventures VCT stand to 

gain significantly from the 5G toll out had nothing to do with his enthusiasm for 

it. Nor his directorship of Tyvak Orbital Networks, who make the micro satellite 

technology needed to roll out 5G to every single corner of the nation.

Tazza isn’t the only member of the Citizens Online charity board with a vested 

interest in 5G. Charles Lowe is involved with Telehealth Solutions Ltd, who are 

heavily invested in ‘remote health monitoring’ and Tuli Faas, a corporate lawyer, 

with links to SITA, the world’s largest provider of communication and IT services 

for the airline industry, would also like to see the spread of 5G technology.

While working for Citizens Online, funded by the telecommunications industry, 

Dr Bradbrook entered into the heart of government policy making. Speaking to 

the influential think tank the Institute of Public Policy Research (IPPR), who are 

largely funded by the JP Morgan Chase Foundation (the U.N’s bank of choice,) 
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when asked in 2004 who was paying for all this ‘deep state’ infiltration Dr 

Bradbrook said:

“Who has paid for it? Industry, our Alliance for Digital Inclusion partners have 

understood the importance of the strategic coordinating role, alongside the delivery 

of projects on the ground. AOL, BT, Cisco, IBM, Intel, Microsoft and T-mobile are all 

supporting this work.”

So with leading lights in the ‘environmentalist movement’ having such deep ties 

with multinational corporations, perhaps it isn’t so surprising that XR are strong 

advocates of 5G. On their website they state:

“There is certainly no conspiracy at the heart of XR to promote 5G and/or other 

technical solutions and such conspiracy theories are best seen in the light of usual 

attempts to divide movements and attack spokespeople, like the attacks on Greta 

Thunberg.”

Whenever we see the ‘conspiracy theory’ canard deployed it is usually a good 

indicator that the corporation involved, in this case Compassionate Revolution 

Ltd (Extinction Rebellions’ tax exempt parent company) has something to hide. 

Given that XR’s whole existence is based upon the allegation of a conspiracy 

between the state and the ‘big polluters,’ to suppress the seriousness of the 

‘climate emergency,’ it seems odd they would use the term dismissively 

themselves. However, in the case of their promotion of 5G, this attempted 

deflection is understandable.
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A team of more than 240 international scientists have expressed significant 

concerns about the health and environmental impacts of non-ionising electro-

magnetic fields (EMF) and implored the EU and other globalist institutions, to 

hold a moratorium on 5G safety.

This can only be done by independent scientists as the corporations themselves, 

who pay for Gail’s policy advice, evidently have no interest whatsoever in 

exploring these issues. At the U.S Senate Commerce Hearing in February 2018, 

the representatives of the telecommunication industry stated that they had 

funded no independent research at all into 5G safety nor its environmental 

impact. Knowing this, without seemingly having a clue what damage this military

grade weapons technology may inflict upon people or the environment, 

governments across the planet are frantically surging towards global deployment 

of this potentially lethal technology.

Promotion of 5G is a core element of XR’s entire ethos. They are wholly supportive

of the IPCC stance and state they were formed as a response to the IPCC’s 

Summary for Policy Makers. They want to see, at the very least, full 

implementation of the Paris Climate Agreements and are committed to the U.N’s 

sustainable development goals (SDG’s.) All of which is predicated upon the global 

adoption of 5G technology.

The Paris Climate Agreement lays the groundwork for a global economic change 

towards what the U.N call a decarbonized economy. According to one of the chief 
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architects of that agreement, Christiana Figueres, it represents the first time such

a global economic rebirth has been attempted. Speaking in 2015, in her then 

capacity as the Executive Chair of the U.N Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC) she stated:

“This is  probably the most difficult task we have ever given ourselves, which is to 

intentionally transform the economic development model, for the first time in human

history…….the first time in the history of mankind that we are setting ourselves the

task of intentionally, within a defined period of time to change the economic 

development model that has been reigning for at least 150 years, since the 

industrial revolution. That will not happen overnight and it will not happen at a 

single conference on climate change………It is a process, because of the depth of 

the transformation.”

Figueres intentionally transforming the global economy

In order to achieve this economic revolution, speaking in November 2017, to the 

U.N Environmental Program (UNEP) the U.N Secretary-General Antionio Guterres

said:

“Energy is the golden thread that connects all the Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDG’s). That means transforming the world’s energy systems……With smart grids 

it is now feasible to generate, transmit and distribute power efficiently, cutting 

transmission losses and providing clean, affordable, economically viable and 

environmentally sound energy services.”
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This theme was supported by Liu Zhenmin, the UN Under-Secretary-General for 

Economic and Social Affairs, who stated:

“New technologies, new business models, and new approaches to capacity 

building are all needed to transform the world and achieve global sustainable 

development. The global energy interconnection, through smart grids, offers one 

such avenue.”

The planned smart grids, smart cars, smart cities, smart fridges and pretty much 

everything prefixed with ‘smart’ is reliant upon the vaunted Internet of Things 

(IoT). This is fully endorsed by globalist and corporate institutions like the World 

Economic Forum who claim the IoT is essential for achieving global ‘sustainable 

development goals’. All enabled by 5G. This is why the states around the world 

are actively promoting it.

For XR to deny they support 5G is completely at odds with their own existence. 

Support for 5G is integral to everything they do and say. The global revolution 

they are advocating is already well underway. It is the transformation of the 

global economy towards one based upon units of energy rather than the 

petrodollar.

Most rank and file XR activists, who must be among the most ardent of AGW 

hypothesis disciples, probably have the best of intentions and really do want to 

‘save the planet’. However, you don’t have to look very far into the top tier of XR 

activism to find economic, rather than environmental, ‘activists.’
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Extinction Rebellion’s Economic Activist

Farhana Yamin is an XR activist who glues herself to buildings (though only for a 

20 minute photo shoot.) She was allegedly protesting against the big polluter 

(Royal Dutch) Shell. Yamin claims that these “business-as-usual” polluters are 

denying climate science in the same way that the tobacco industry denied 

medical science.

Christiana & Farhana

Shell are a funding partner of the IPPR think tank whose conferences Farhana 

Yamin, like her colleague and fellow adhesive activist Gail Bradbrook, attends. 

The Shell Foundation are also partners of the World Resource Institute whose 

board members include Christiana Figueres who Yamin worked with to formulate

the Paris Climate Agreement. So it seems odd she would protest against Shell 

when they are financial supporters of her causes.

As activists go, Farhana is exceptionally powerful. Having played a part in 

drawing up the Paris Climate Agreement with Christiana, as a Greenpeace board 

trustee (Greenpeace being the wealthiest environmental pressure group on 

Earth,) and an advisor to the World Wildlife Fund and World Economic Forum, 

she is also a lead author for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Yes,
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she is a lawyer not a scientist, but you don’t need to be a scientist to become one 

of the ‘world’s leading climate experts’ as far as the IPCC are concerned.

Yet it is perhaps her status as a fellow of the deepest of deep state think tanks 

the Royal Institute of International Affairs (Chatham House,) who spawned a 

global network of influential policy think tanks such as the Council on Foreign 

Relations (CFR) and the European Council on Foreign Relations (ECFR), which 

means no one could be better placed to shape global economic policy than 

Farhana.

However, we might question her scientific understanding. Farhana was an 

advisor to the government of the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI) who 

feared they would disappear because of climate change. Her advocacy for the 

terrified Islanders helped her establish the concept of ‘net zero’ carbon emissions 

with the UNFCCC. One wonders where the RMI government’s fears came from, 

because the science seems to show the Marshall Islands are expanding, not 

disappearing. Though there is no mention of this in the XR literature, nor any 

comment from Farhana.

The round table of globalist think tanks
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Rapidly achieving ‘net zero’ carbon emissions, as defined by the United Nations 

Kyoto Protocol, are one of XR’s key demands, fiercely advocated by Bradbrook, 

Yamin and other activists. This won’t mean an actual reduction in levels of CO2 

emissions. If it did then the ‘big polluters’ business model really would be in 

trouble. Luckily for them it doesn’t, which is why it will still be business as usual 

but only for them. Developing nations, small to medium size enterprises and 

start-up businesses will be screwed by ‘net zero’ carbon emission policy. Which is

why the ‘big polluters’, like Shell, are all for it. There’s nothing as lucrative as a 

monopoly.

The Kyoto Protocols, a treaty Farhana helped to draw up, also established the 

concept of carbon offsetting in international law. Not only does this allow 

multinational corporations to continue their industrial productivity, but it creates

a whole new CAPS (Cap and Trade) emissions market as an additional revenue 

stream for ‘big polluters’ and their major beneficial shareholders, the banksters.

In turn, this created the carbon credit. A tradable certificate which can be used to

‘purchase’ a tonne of carbon pollution. These credits are as good as money and 

can be bought and sold (traded for profit) on the open market. Currently the 

largest ‘market place’ is the EU’s Emission Trading Scheme.

Supported by the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) our 

taxation and corporate profits (rarely taxed in any meaningful way) can be used 

to purchase the carbon credits, allocated to developing nations, to offset carbon 

emissions in the developed, industrial world. These Emission Reductions 

Purchase Agreements (ERPAs) mean the developing nations will no longer own 

the necessary ‘carbon credits’ to enable them to operate an effective 

industrialisation policy. Richer nations, and their corporations, can carry on 

emitting CO2 as long as poorer nations don’t. Thereby staying poor.

For multinational corporations, not only does this reduce the chances of global 

competitors emerging, they can use other ‘carbon ofsetting’ mechanisms to 

further consolidate their position and profits, as well as maintaining 

opportunities for the continuing neo-colonial exploitation of impoverished labour 

in developing nations.
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[Left] Farhana speaking as CEO of Track0 and representing the globalist think

tank Chatham House at the 2016 U.N Bonn Climate Change Conference. [Right]

Farhana being photgraphed by the MSM as she is arrested by a police constable,

because she’s a climate activist rebel (honest!)

The Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) something else XR are campaigning 

for, allows multinational corporations to ‘spend’ their carbon credits by investing 

in ’emission reduction projects’ in developing nations or countries whose 

economies are ‘in transition.’ This provides further profit opportunities for the 

‘big polluters‘ as they deploy their corporations to seize poorer nations’ resources 

and reap the rewards from the infrastructure projects they force upon the target 

country. All moving seamlessly in unison with the U.N’s plan to develop the new 

global economic model.

It is undoubtedly Farhana’s experience as an international lawyer and global 

policy advisor which prompted XR to ‘allow’ her to take the lead in discussion 

with the UK government only weeks after the ‘grassroots’ activist movement came

into being. As an advisor to the UNFCCC, who plan to intentionally transform the

global economic model, perhaps Farhana wasn’t surprised when the discussion 

turned to overhauling the ‘debt based economy.’

According to XR activist and co-founder Clare Farrell, this is precisely what the 

discussion entailed.

“I was surprised to hear a radical reflection on our economic paradigm from 

Michael Gove when he talked about how our model is extractive and destructive – 

and that we need to move to a circular model. And that similarly a debt based 
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economy doesn’t do right by young people, that it is creating a huge debt for them 

and that it has to change.”

‘Grassroots’ XR activists welcomed by UK Government Cabinet Ministers weeks

after forming their global movement of the people.

Perhaps Clare is more concerned about flooded Islands and was somewhat 

perplexed, but I’m sure the words of the UK cabinet minister and Secretary of 

State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs weren’t lost on Farhana. A woman 

of many talents, she is also the founder and CEO of Track0 who aim to assist 

governments, businesses, investors and philanthropists to transition towards a 

decarbonised global economy. Her company partners with the Rockefeller 

Foundation, among other globalist heavyweights.

The Rockefeller empire, built upon oil, venture capitalism and banking, recently 

announced it was divesting from fossil fuel and increasing its holdings in clean 

energy technology. They, along with many of the wealthiest tax exempt 

foundations in the world, are major backers of the United Nation’s sustainable 

development goals (SDG’s) inspired by the Agenda 2030 commitments.

You may wonder what’s wrong with that. Surely it is good news that the 

wealthiest people on Earth have realised the error of their ways and, having been 

the primary cause of the CO2 emissions allegedly driving us towards extinction, 

they have all turned over a new leaf, having suddenly discovering their concern 

for humanity and the planet. However, the Agenda 2030 goals raise some doubt. 
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It appears that the transition towards a new global economic model, as promoted 

by the UNFCCC, may deliver utopia, but only for the Rockefellers and their ilk.

Agenda 2030, though couched in fluffy language, serves up a plethora of 

wonderful and totally meaningless objectives such as “ending all poverty.” 

However, even rudimentary analysis of the objectives prompt concern.

Agenda 2030: Hooray! We’re saved. The U.N and multinational corporations are

going to rescues us from ourselves

It firmly establishes the remit of a global government to seize all resources. Water,

food, energy and even the air will be regulated by the global government. Nature 

will be ‘protected’ by the global government by restricting human access to the 

countryside through ‘sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems.’ GMO will be 

encouraged, to ensure food security and resilience, by the global government. 

Public health, such as mandatory vaccination, will be regulated and enforced by 

the global government. The world’s children will be ‘educated’ by the global 

government.

The global government, in order to achieve global SDG’s, will have to regulate all 
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industry, economic activity, manufacturing, scientific research, healthcare, 

international trade, travel and more. People will need to live in smart cities 

(because most of the countryside will be off limits) where their energy usage will 

be monitored, and restricted where necessary, through global government’s 

control of the 5G Internet of Things. All money will be controlled by the global 

government as people are transitioned away from private property towards 

allocated sustainable resource usage.

Maybe it’s the centralised control of everything and everyone on Earth which 

interests the global economic elite? Rather than a love for humanity and the 

environment driving their incessant push towards global ‘sustainable’ 

government, including the financialization of nature itself, perhaps the creation of

new markets based upon SDG’s are an impetus?

Has this never occurred to Gail Bradbrook, Farhana Yamin and the other activist 

leaders of XR? It’s feasible I suppose. Only you can decide if you think it’s likely.

The Cultural Abuse of Greta Thunberg

Greta Thunberg: Addressing the World Economic Forum (like green activists do)

The same questions could be asked of the other environmentalist sensation Greta

Thunberg. Greta has certainly been sharing the rarefied atmosphere of the global 

elite. We are supposed to believe this all came about by chance following her 1 
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girl protest outside the Rikstag (Swedish Parliament) in August 2018.

In the eight months since, Greta has inspired global protests, addressed the U.N, 

EU and World Economic Forum, has been supported by politicians across the 

planet, spoken to huge crowds in London, Berlin, Sweden and elsewhere and has 

gained millions of Social Media followers across the globe. Not bad for 16 year old,

and all achieved in a matter of months.

Again we are told Greta has simply captured the public imagination. By being in 

the right place at the right time, she has struck a chord with a population 

desperate to see action on climate change. Just like XR, the movement she 

inspires is organic. A ‘grassroots’ uprising of concerned citizens, mainly children. 

Anyone who questions her are not only ‘climate science deniers’ but also fascist 

bigots, for she is both autistic and young.

This is undoubtedly one of the most absurd narratives ever foisted upon 

humanity. If you imagine for one moment that it is possible for a child activist to 

achieve all this in a few months without powerful backers, significant investment 

and a coordinated media strategy, you really have taken leave of your senses. 

Could it be that the same multinational corporations, global investors and state 

apparatus’, so conspicuously involved with Extinction Rebellion, are also behind 

Greta?

Greta’s initial emergence was first promoted by the founder of the Swedish 

financial industry consultancy firm Laika, Ingmar Rentzhog. Rentzhog is one of Al

Gore’s Climate Reality Project (CRP) Organisation Leaders and Greta is a youth 

advisor to the CRP’s partner organisation We Don’t Have The Time (WDHTT), run 

by Rentzhog.

WDHTT is a marketing platform with specific interest in digital media and 

promotes ‘carbon offsetting.’ They are keen to establish the WDHTT rating system 

for brands and products. People will be encouraged to vote down products that 

aren’t ‘energy efficient’ and boost sales for those that are. Products will be valued 

based upon their carbon footprint. Marching along with the U.N’s determination 

“to change the economic development model.”
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Ingmar Rentzhog explaining why we need a new global economy.

I believe Greta, like the majority of the XR rank and file activists, is genuine in 

her concern for the planet. Like most people under 30, despite the numerous 

reasons for reservation, Greta has literally been ‘educated’ to unquestioningly 

accept the AGW hypothesis. When the IPCC say we only have 12 years left to save

the planet, oblivious to the manipulated data used to make this claim, Greta is 

not alone in being terrified.

It is this fear which is exploited to convince people to accept a radical overhaul of 

the global economy. One that will consolidate, protect and enhance the power of a

tiny, global elite who would be better termed the parasite class.

We can be reasonably certain that Greta is being abused in this way by the 

censorship of her speeches. When Greta addressed the U.N Conference of Parties 

(COP24) in December 2018, the NGO Avaaz, who heavily back her media strategy,

released transcripts to her eager Social Media audience. However they removed 

certain elements of her speech, as follows:

“…..You only talk about moving forward with the same bad ideas that got us into 

this mess, even when the only sensible thing to do is pull the emergency brake……

Our civilisation is being sacrificed for the opportunity of a very small number of 

people to continue making enormous amounts of money.”
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This is because, like XR, the NGO Avaaz are a creation of that ‘very small number

of people.’ Avaaz was founded in 2007 by Jeremy Heimans and David Madden 

who also run a New York based consultancy firm called Purpose.inc. They set up 

Avaaz with the assistance of Moveon.org, a fundraising organisation for the 

Democrat Party in the U.S which is financially backed by the billionaire, currency

speculator, George Soros. Avaaz’s startup was also directly funded by Soros, as 

evidenced by p88 of his Open Society Foundation’s 2009 tax returns.

Just like XR, within months of their creation, Avaaz Foundation representatives 

found themselves in discussion with high representatives of international 

government. The NGO attending the U.N COP13 conference in Bali. They 

embarked, along with fellow Rockefeller backed NGO 350.org, in the creation of 

the Global Call For Climate Action (GCCA – also partners of Yamin’s Track0) and 

threw their weight behind the GCCA’s TckTckTck campaign. The partners in the 

TckTckTck movement read like a who’s who of multinational corporations and 

NGO’s. Google (Alphabet.inc), Microsoft, EDF energy, HSBC, Lloyds Bank, Volvo, 

Peugot, Centrica and of course Avaaz, were among its numerous contributors.

The notion that Greta is promoted by an NGO complex, partnered and funded by 

multinational corporations, has been flatly denied by Rentzhog and other member

of the WDHTT team. The narrative we have been given is that when Greta found 

out that her name had been used by WDHTT without her permission, she 

immediately withdrew her support. For their part, WDHTT stated that they were 

only interested in climate change, not economics.

Greta leaving, seconds after delivering her world changing speech to the …er…

gathered delegates
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We know this is tripe thanks to the outstanding investigative journalism of Cory 

Morningstar, who has painstakingly pieced together the timeline of Greta’s 

explosive arrival on social media and the continuing support, of what Cory calls, 

the Non Profit Industrial Complex (NPIC). Their focus clearly isn’t on climate but 

rather economic change.

For example, Greta really stepped into the limelight with her Speech to the U.N 

COP24 conference in Poland. Her presentation was immediately promoted by the 

World Bank through their ‘partnership’ program the NGO Connect4Climate. This 

video consequently went viral, highly likely if the World Bank are pushing it, and 

was then reported by the MSM as Thunberg wowing the dignitaries from gathered

nations, all of whom understood the vital importance of her message. In reality, 

she was speaking to an empty auditorium. Obviously the U.N delegates weren’t 

that interested in her climate change message and nor were the MSM in reporting

honestly.

This is because globalist institutions like the World Bank, who exist to create 

third world debt, aren’t really in the business of ‘saving the planet.’ Their NGO 

front, Connect4Climate, has two purposes. Firstly to ‘greenwash’ the World 

Banks’ predatory crony capitalism and secondly to sell the propaganda the World 

Bank require to achieve its objective. Transition to a new global economic model.

Similarly, you don’t have to look far into the WDHTT business partners before 

finding links to some of the world’s largest multinational corporations, policy 

makers and think tank ‘leaders’. In September 2018 Rentzhog co-authored an 

op-ed with the president of the ‘Club of Rome’ Anders Wijkman. For reasons we’ll 

discuss in Part 3, Greta’s PR Team’s association of the ‘Club of Rome’ is notable. 

Greta’s mum, Swedish opera singer Malena Ernman was also a signatory to the 

open letter. In it, they all agreed:

“……..the work of saving the planet must start with a bottom-up approach………. 

Although much of the change required is both possible and profitable, vigorous 

political campaigns are essential to adjust prices, taxes and regulations so that the 

transition to a sustainable society becomes attractive, profitable and fast………The 

necessary proactive policies must be based on broad social mobilisation; something
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reminiscent of what takes place in communities threatened by war……The next 

government’s primary task is to create the momentum for the necessary 

transformation. The signatories stand ready to assist in the process, in support of 

transforming our society and the wider world into a low-carbon economy.”

Club of Rome: It’s a climate emergency and they have a plan

Both Rentzhog and WDHTT cofounder, Christian Emmertz are Al Gore Climate 

Reality Project leaders. Emmertz is also a partner at the corporate finance firm 

Realcap.

Al Gore has been described as the world first ‘Carbon Billionaire’ though he 

strenuously denies this. However, there is no doubt that he has been among the 

most prominent public faces pioneering the path towards sustainable investment 

in a carbon neutral world. But why are immensely wealthy people like Gore, 

Soros and the Rockefellers so keen on this transition to a new global economic 

model?

In an interview to the Financial Times in 2014 Gore said:

“The next five to 10 years is the most critical time to accelerate the transition to a 

low-carbon economy. We think capitalism is in danger of falling apart…..We need 

to go all in. We are going to be more aggressive because we have to.”

When Gore says capitalism, he doesn’t mean the free market. He means the 
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system of global collectivism which controls markets for the benefit of 

multinational corporations and the parasite class who own them. In fact, nothing 

could be further from a free market. The free market only exists for small to 

medium size enterprises. If their business model fails, they go bankrupt. This 

system is not shared by globalist corporations. When their business collapses, as 

it did in 2007/8, they are deemed ‘to big to fail’ and taxation is used to bail them 

out.

The crisis of capitalism (the crony collectivist variety) is something spoken about 

frequently. We are told it is plagued by cycles of boom and bust and impacted by 

wild market swings, brought on by allegedly unforeseeable financial catastrophes.

None of the thousands of MSM column inches dedicated to these issue have ever 

addressed them with a shred of integrity.

The truth is that Fiat currency (money) is not sustainable in its current form 

because it is based upon the usury that is fractional reserve banking. It can only 

ever create mounting global debt because Fiat currency itself is issued through a 

debt mechanism. While the parasite class has used the apparent criminal fraud 

of fractional reserve and central banking to hoover up global debt into their own 

coffers, which they call credit assets, at some point the bubble has to burst. That 

point is rapidly approaching.

In addition the petrodollar is falling out of favour, especially in India, China, 

Russia and Iran. The global parasite class are faced with the dual problem of 

potential seismic power shifts and structural upheaval. There’s not much point 

being unimaginably cash rich if money itself is worthless.
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This is the crisis that preoccupies them, it has nothing to do with climate change.

The ’emergency’ is economic not ecological. However saying, “we need you to bail 

out our business model again” is a tough sell. Having bailed out their financial 

system only a decade ago, and suffering the destruction of austerity policies as a 

result, people aren’t likely to put up with it again. So, in part, the reason the 

parasite class are promoting the ‘climate emergency’ is to convince all of us not 

only to accept but actually demand a new global economic model. One designed 

to maintain and enhance the parasites, rather than the host.

This is why XR were created, it explains the use of unsuspecting, well-meaning 

activists like Greta Thunberg and it defines the IPCC and MSM’s insistence that 

we all believe in the doomsday scenario being sold to us as the ‘climate 

emergency.’ The whole purpose is to instill fear in the public imagination. It is the

oldest of propaganda tricks.

A fearful population will clamour for the government do something to ‘save them.’

They will accept increased taxation, reduced economic freedoms and forced 

relocation; they will give up private property rights, welcome dictatorial 

‘healthcare provision,’ willingly submit to restriction on their freedom of 

movement and most importantly, will compliantly hand control of all resources to

their benevolent global state.
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In order to achieve the total acquiescence the people really need to believe it in 

their hearts. The propaganda must be overwhelming and impervious to all who 

could possibly question it. These people must therefore be demonised as 

‘deniers,’ the modern day heretics. They must be cast out as unbelievers, while 

humanity demonstrates its obeisance to the new global faith. The climate 

emergency.

However, like most organised religions, there is something unseen lurking within 

its power structure. A hidden ideology drives the parasite class and it needs to be 

understood if rational people are going to have any chance of resisting the global 

devastation it ushers in. 

Chapter 3

We've looked at some of the reasons to doubt the theory of Anthropogenic Global 

Warming (AGW.) We've also discussed the financiers of a global network of Non-

Governmental Organisations (NGO’s) who have created the prominent 

environmentalist group Extinction rebellion and propelled Greta Thunberg to the 

world’s stage. We also looked at the reasons why the so called global elite, herein 

referred to as the ‘parasite class,’ want to create fear to bring about global 

economic change.
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Maurice Strong

Terribly frightened and desperate to be saved

If environmental activists’ concerns come from any single source it’s the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC.) It is not a scientific 

organisation. It was formed by governments with the full backing and support of 

multinational corporations and the parasite class. All the data it uses to make its 

alarming predictions come from government funded bodies.

Its remit was designed with one purpose in mind. To provide the scientific 

justification to convince the planet’s population to accept fundamental economic 

change and to usher in a global governance to manage all of the Earth’s 

resources. Its methodology was carefully constructed to deliver behavior changing

propaganda. Objective science has little to do with it.

The IPCC were formed thanks largely to the efforts of Maurice Strong. Strong was 

an oil tycoon and senior executive for various multinationals including stints as 

the Vice President of Power Corporation of Canada, CEO of Petro Canada, head of

Ontario Hydro, chairman of the Canada Development Investment Corporation 

and many more. These were just a few of his numerous executive positions across

a dizzying array of global corporations.

Equally copious were his political roles. At various times he was Senior Advisor to

UN Secretary General, Senior Advisor to World Bank, Chairman of the Earth 
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Council, Chairman of the World Resources Institute, Co-Chairman of the Council 

of the World Economic Forum, Commissioner for the World Commission on 

Environment and Development, President of the Council of the University for 

Peace, Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations and many more.

Maurice Strong

Maurice Strong was one of the founders, and the first Executive Director, of the 

United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) in 1972. This created an entirely 

new branch of United Nations global governance. He gave up this role in 1975 

and moved from his leading environmentalist position back into the oil industry 

to become head of the Canadian state oil enterprise Petro Canada.

Strong never had any problems moving back and forth between the world of the 

‘big polluters’ and environmentalism. Seemingly, without a flicker of irony or any 

uncomfortable questions being asked. To be fair, the majority of the public didn’t 

know who he was, so he was able to operate without too much public scrutiny.

Despite being honoured as the ‘world’s leading environmentalist’ his career ended

ignominiously when he was caught syphoning $1M into his private account in the

midst of the U.N oil for food scandal. Though Strong denied any involvement, 

contrary to the evidence, he fled to China anyway. It seems his humanist 
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compassion didn’t extend to starving children in war torn Iraq.

Of course one human being can’t really bring due diligence to bear upon such a 

bewildering number of global leadership roles. Mastering one would present a 

challenge, even to the most gifted of bureaucrats. Fortunately for Maurice, he 

wasn’t really required to know what he was doing. He was simply required to do 

as he was told.

The cheque that wasn’t. Maurice little gift to himself (apparently)

This isn’t to say he wasn’t talented. His was a gifted diplomat and networker. 

Backed by the financial might of the Rockefellers, Strong was able to build an 

extensive international framework connecting influential political, financial, 

industrial, scientific and academic figures. This made him perfect for his role of 

building the consensus for a new economic model. Strong’s was tasked to 

commission the right people, enact the right policy, sign the right declarations, 

convene the right conferences and set the right terms of reference. ‘Right’ being 

defined by the chain of multinational venture capitalists who made sure Maurice 

was in the right job at the right time.

Strong’s aunt was Anna Louise Strong, an ardent communist and associate of 

Lenin, Trotsky and Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai. In 1947, having dropped out of 

school in 1943 with no qualifications, 18 years old Maurice was living with the 

Treasurer of the United Nations Noah Monod. Monod introduced him to David 

Rockefeller and from that point onward Strong was a Rockefeller man. At the 

time, the Rockerfeller’s were still very much ‘big polluters.’ Their global Standard 

Oil empire, that would spawn Exxon-Mobil, Chevron and others, was dominant in
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the Seven Sisters oil cartel which, by 1973, controlled 85% of global oil trade.

As a trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation, in 1972 Strong commissioned the 

Only One Earth report which created the concept of ‘sustainable development’ as

a stepping stone to the centralised, global control of all resources. He convened 

the 1972 Stockholm summit which established UNEP with himself as its leader. 

The start of the movement towards seizing control of the Earth’s natural 

resources coincided with the first publication from the globalist policy think tank 

the Club of Rome entitled ‘ The Limits To Growth.’ This argued that continual 

economic growth could not be sustained in conjunction with population growth. 

The problem was that there were just too many of us. Something needed to be 

done.

The Club of Rome

The Club of Rome first convened at David Rockefeller’s private estate in Bellagio, 

Italy in 1968. According to their official history they were invited by the Swiss 

government to stage their first formal meeting in Berne in 1970. ‘The Limits To 

Growth’ sprang from that meeting. Prominent members have included David 

Rockefeller, Henry Kissinger, Bill Gates, Al Gore and Maurice Strong.
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Henry Kissinger

In 1974 Henry Kissinger commissioned and contributed to a report by the U.S 

National Security Council called the National Security Study Memorandum or 

NSSM-200, often referred to as the Kissinger Report. They argued that 

maintaining access to the mineral wealth in least developed countries (LDC’s) was

essential for continued U.S economic expansion. The population growth in these 

poor nations was therefore a problem which needed to be managed.

Seeking to distance themselves from the dirty work, Kissinger recommended that 

the U.N should be the instigator of population control policies. This resulted in all

manner of atrocities. It led to the horror of China’s ‘one child’ policy, the forced 

sterilisation of Peruvian women, an increase in the Ugandan AIDS epidemic and 

effectively female euthanasia in India, among other humanitarian disasters.

In 1987 the Brundtland Report (Our Common Future) was released by the U.N. 

Gro Harland Brundlandt was by then the Prime Minister of Norway, but had 

previously been appointed chair of the World Commission on Environment and 

Development (WCED) by the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Javier 

Pérez de Cuéllar. Both Javier Pérez and Gro Harland Brundlandt were members 

of the Rockefellers’ Club of Rome.

The Report Stated:

“Excessive population growth diffuses the fruits of development over increasing 

numbers instead of improving living standards in many developing countries; a 

reduction of current growth rates is an imperative for sustainable development….. 

a nation proceeds towards the goals of sustainable development and lower fertility 
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levels, the two are intimately linked and mutually reinforcing.”

In 1987, off the back of the Brundtland Report, David Rockefeller was among the 

delegates of another conference organized by Strong. The 4th World Wilderness 

Conference, in Colorado. The Conference gave birth to the Rothschild backed 

Bank the Global Environment Facility (GEF – named in 1991,) initially as a 

subsidiary of the World Bank, who became a trustee partner in 1992, giving the 

GEF more independence. Announcing his idea, which had been kicking around in

globalist think tanks for some time, following a glowing introduction from Strong, 

chairman of Banque Privee Edmond de Rothschild stated:

Edmond de Rothschild

“The concept of an international conservation banking program involves all sectors 

of the human community. Governmental and intergovernmental agencies, the public

and private agencies, large charitable foundations, as well as ordinary individuals 

worldwide. By thinking forward as to how to reach out to the public at large, to 

every corporate entity throughout the world, to put aside, hopefully tax free, a part 

of their profits to fund our ecological and environmental protection. This 

international conservation bank must know no frontiers, no boundaries.”

Driven by their zeal to create a new global economic order, based upon 
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sustainable development goals (SDG’s,) meaning population control, the 

conference was concerned with how to roll out this paradigm shift. Another 

delegate, Montreal banker David Lang, suggested the following approach:

“I suggest therefore that this be sold, not through a democratic process, that would 

take too long and devour far too much of the funds to educate the cannon fodder, 

unfortunately, that populates the earth. We have to take almost an elitist program, 

[so] that we can see beyond our swollen bellies, and look to the future in time 

frames and in results which are not easily understood, or which can be, with 

intellectual honesty, be reduced down to some kind of simplistic definition.”

Despite the fact that Mr Lang couldn’t form a coherent statement, his elite 

sensibilities enabled him to empathise with the sentiments of those gathered. The

cannon fodder’s (human beings’) existence was unfortunate. While the temptation 

may be to write Lang’s outburst off as the aberration of an idiot, treating people 

like vermin appears consistent with the GEF’s investment strategy. Which you 

largely pay for through taxation.

A primary function of the GEF is to establish protected areas (PA’s) rich in 

biodiversity and maintain the geographical connections between them called 

‘biological corridors.’ Cannon fodder live in these places, so if you intend to protect

the environment the people have got to go. Coincidentally many of these regions 

also happen to be rich in mineral wealth and other natural resources. Which, 

unsurprisingly, is often the reason why people live in them. Perhaps it is purely 

by chance that the GEF backed projects frequently dovetail neatly with the 

objectives outlined in the Kissinger Report.

In India the GEF funded the relocation 89,000 villagers to newly designated 

buffer zones outside the PA’s set up across rural India in the provinces of 

Nagarhole, Buxa, Gir and Pench. There’s was virtually no public consultation and

the first thing the cannon fodder knew was when the military turned up and 

threw them out of their homes. Seizing ancestral lands, the local government 

further restricted access for nearly half a million people in the surrounding areas,

devastating the local economy, forcing many to relocate to urban areas. The 

Indian Ecodevelopment Project (IEP) was strongly resisted by the Adivasi people 

in Nagarhole who had been living there for hundreds of years. Many of whom 
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were beaten up when they protested. They launched legal actions but were 

blocked by the Indian Government. Almost identical stories have followed similar 

GEF land grabs in Thailand, Gabon, the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, 

Cameroon, Tanzania and many other countries.

This was entirely in keeping, necessarily, with David Rockefeller’s world view. 

Speaking to the Business Council of the United Nations in 1994 he recognized 

the advances that had reduced infant mortality and increased life expectancy. He 

then identified people being alive as a major problem:

David Rockefeller

“Ironically however, the very innovations that are making possible dramatic 

improvements in human wellbeing are also creating new problems which raise the 

specter of an alarming, and possibly catastrophic disaster to the biosphere we live 

in.…….The negative impact of population growth on all of our planetary ecosystems

is becoming appallingly evident. The rapid and growing exploitation of the world’s 

supply of energy and water is a matter of deep concern……The United Nations can 

and should play an essential role in helping the world find a satisfactory way of 

stabalising the world population.”
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David, father of six, had certainly done his bit to add to the population problem 

he had long considered a blight. As arguably the richest oil tycoon the world has 

ever seen, nor had he been shy about contributing towards the “rapid and 

growing exploitation of the world’s supply of energy and water.” The problems he 

had personally created were seen by him, and his fellow parasite class 

contributors, to be the fault of the unfortunate cannon fodder. Whose numbers, 

rather like the wild deer populations, needed to be stabalised (culled) in order to 

protect their planet.

The Overpopulation Myth

Just as the AGW hypothesis is supposedly a scientific certainty today so the Club

of Rome’s publication the The Limits To Growth was rooted in the scientific 

certainty its time. In 1968 the biologist and ecologist Paul Ehrlich, and his wife 

Anne, published The Population Bomb. They warned that the growing global 

population could only lead to disaster. They predicted famine, economic collapse, 

war, pestilence and climate change as a consequence of uncontrolled population 

growth. The solution they suggested was a global government administered 

program of population control.
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Paul R. Ehrlich

Celebrated the world over for his contribution to science, Paul Ehrlich’s post 

Population Bomb career has been marked by a never ending stream of scientific 

accolades, lofty advisory positions and academic leadership roles. His ideas, 

based purely in science of course, have presented some challenging concepts. For

example, in an Interview with the New York Times in 1969, he said:

“Government might have to put sterility drugs in reservoirs and in food shipped to 

foreign countries to limit human multiplication.”

Writing with his co-authors & wife, Club of Rome member Anne Ehrlich, in 

Ecoscience in 1977, the Ehrlichs and John Holden, while promoting forced 

abortion and the like, outlined how a global government must control all of the 

Earth’s resources, manage population and control global trade.

The only problem is that Ehrlichs, and all who agreed with them, were provably 

wrong about everything. Their predictions, that the 1980’s would see 4 Billion 

people starve to death or that England wouldn’t exist by 2000 for example, have 

all been rubbish. Not only are their prediction silly, but the academic and 

scientific basis for their various lunatic theories are complete drivel.

Today we see the same kind of spurious prophecies from those who are certain 
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about the AGW hypothesis. For example the Maldives were supposed to have 

vanished by now; Al Gore was among the many alarmists who told us that forest 

fires would increase because of climate change, yet, during the period of the most

intense ‘global warming,’ over the last few decades, the data shows that the total 

area of forest fires has decreased; we were told that Hurricane frequency would 

dramatically increase yet no marked trend is notable at all and U.S landfall 

hurricane frequency between 2005 and 2016 dropped sharply.

The climate alarmism pumped out by the MSM doesn’t bear scrutiny. Similar 

doomsday narratives were common in the wake of the Ehrlichs’ apocalyptic 

forecasts. Unlike the bulk of humanity, rather than just accept their 

pronouncements as fact, the experimental psychologist, business economist and 

statistician Julian Simon thought he would actually check the data to see if there

was any basis for the Ehrlichs’ wild proselytising. What he discovered was that 

the Ehrlich’s view of human beings as little more than a drain on precious 

natural resources entirely overlooked an inconvenient truth (from an Ehrlich 

supporter’s perspective.)

Human ingenuity is the fountain of all scientific, technological and social 

advancement. The more people there are, the greater the talent pool. The more 

scientists, engineers, philosophers, teachers, doctors, academics, farmers, nurses

and labourers that exist, the higher the productivity and efficiency. Population 

growth, far from being the harbinger of doom, has consistently been the catalyst 

for economic improvement and technological advancement.
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Ester Boserup

The Ehrlichs’ work was based upon ideas first propounded by the 18th Century 

economist Thomas Malthus. He suggested that a growing population would 

inevitably outstrip global food production, leading to devastating famine. At the 

time the global population was approximately 800 million. Today it stands at 7 

billion. Overpopulated by 5.5 billion people, according to the Ehrlichs. However 

food production has outstripped population growth, as predicted by the Danish 

economist Ester Boserup. Based upon empirical data, it is Boserup who appears 

to have been right.

For example, since 1970 the population of India has more than doubled, from 

550 million to around 1.2 billion today. Yet famine has reduced, millions have 

been lifted out of poverty, the middle class has expanded significantly and life 

expectancy has increased from 49 to 65 in the same period. This trend has been 

reflected globally. Between 1960 and 2016 global population has more than 

doubled. Yet we see less hunger, less disease, less poverty, improved access to 

education, higher standards of public health, immense technological innovation 

and an expanding global economy.

Furthermore, the evidence clearly shows that while population has continued to 
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grow the rate of that increase has been steadily in decline for decades. Bluntly, 

given the marked improvements in societal wellbeing, there is no evidence at all 

that fears of overpopulation are even remotely justified. By every measure, reality 

proves the theories of Ehrlich (and many others) almost perfectly wrong in every 

regard.

However, if you ask most people if global population and resource scarcity is a 

problem they will probably say yes. Simply because this is what they have been 

repeatedly and consistently told to believe. It is the underlying truth accepted by 

the vast majority, regardless of the fact that it is unmitigated nonsense.

The real demographic problem faced by humanity has largely been caused by 

policies based upon the overpopulation myth. In 1969, stemming from Ehrilch’s 

work, the United Nations Fund for Population Activities came into being. They 

have since disavowed themselves of any connection with China’s disastrous ‘one 

child policy’ despite being heavily involved.

Following the application of their brutal population control policy, wholeheartedly

endorsed by the Ehrlichs and supported by the U.N, China are now faced with 

demographic nightmare. The male population far exceeds the female population, 

the working age populations has collapsed while the retirement age group 

ballooned by comparison. In 2014 the Chinese government were forced to 

acknowledge that their working age population is now in decline. The same 

problem is faced across Assia the U.S, Central & South America and Europe.
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Global birth rates have dropped alarmingly, seemingly with no clear explanation. 

The problem is not the uncontrolled growth of populations, it never was, but 

rather the aging population. Primarily it seems, as a result of catastrophic 

attempts at population control.

Again coincidentally, just as the IPCC released their Summary For Policy makers 

and Extinction Rebellion formed, as Greta Thunberg was launched onto the 

global stage and the MSM started changing language from climate change to 

climate emergency, the Club of Rome released their ‘Climate Emergency Plan.’ 

Call To Action 9 is called “Ensure That Population Growth Is Kept Under Control.”

Blind to all evidence, the Club of Rome’s obsession runs deep.

Despite the fact that the United Nations have been fully aware of population 

growth rate decline, since 2000 at the latest, we are still told that population 

growth is a problem. They insist that population control, which has already 

proven to be a genuine threat to humanity, is essential to achieve Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDG’s.)

Why? Why are the Club of Rome, the U.N, IPCC, IPBES, WWF, World Economic 
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Forum, World Bank, IMF, Greenpeace, Extinction Rebellion, Greta Thunberg and 

the vast majority of people who live in the developed world, determined to assert 

an unscientific, provably false claim that population is the problem? Where does 

this idea come from and how does it manifest within the climate emergency?

A Climate Emergency Fit For A Parasite Economy

As we have previously discussed, the climate emergency is really about the 

intentional transformation of the global economy. The current economic system is

teetering on the brink of disaster. This threatens the powerbase of the parasite 

class and it is this which is unsustainable, not the planet. Their problem they 

faced was how to get the global population to accept a radical economic shift. One

that would also mean the centralised control of everything.

Pondering this conundrum, in 1991 the Club of Rome published the First Global 

Revolution. In it they revealed how they resolved the sales pitch problem:

“In searching for a common enemy against whom we can unite, we came up with 

the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and 

the like would fit the bill…. All these dangers are caused by human intervention… 

The real enemy, then, is humanity itself.”

Three years prior, in 1988, Club of Rome member Maurice strong was 

instrumental in the creation of the IPCC. It reports to the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) which sprang from the 1992 
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Rio Earth summit, also convened by Strong. The IPCC terms of reference, and its 

system of working groups, determine how it operates. It was not created to 

scientifically investigate the causes of climate change. Rather, it was formed with 

a specific, limited remit to promote one single hypothesis:

“The role of the IPCC is to assess on a comprehensive, objective, open and 

transparent basis the scientific, technical and socio-economic information relevant 

to understanding the scientific basis of risk of human-induced climate change, 

its potential impacts and options for adaptation and mitigation.”

The IPCC does not consider anything other than human induced climate change 

to be worthy of study. Solar Cycles, electromagnetism, atmospheric thermal 

gradients, ultraviolet radiation, x-rays, gamma waves, orbital variance, ion storms

(space weather) and a whole range of possible climate controlling factors are of no

interest at all to the IPCC.

IPCC Working Group 1 (WG1) assesses the scientific aspects of climate change, 

but only if it relates to the AGW hypothesis. All the scientific evidence which 

question AGW is discarded. Working Group 2 (WG2) then use the science 

contained within WG1’s scientifically restricted Assessment Reports to determine 

global vulnerability to the assumed effects of the AGW hypothesis. Working 
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Group 3 (WG3) then assess how they can reduce CO2 emissions, because they 

only consider AGW. This is called ‘cherry picking’ your data and is not usually a 

valued component of the scientific method.

Every 5 years or so WG1-3 submit full Assessment Reports. These are collated to 

form the Summary For Policy Makers (SPM’s.) The first draft of the SPM’s are 

submitted to governments for their approval before they are published. This is 

essentially a policy document issued by the governments, who fund the IPCC and

provide all the data sets for it climate models. It was the IPCC’s fifth SPM which 

supposedly encouraged the formation of Extinction Rebellion, scared the wits out 

of Greta Thunberg and her followers, and caused the world to tremble with fear. 

As we only have 12 years left to save the Earth again.

According to the IPCC, based upon their single minded advocacy of the dodgy 

AGW hypothesis, the impending apocalypse is our fault. We just have to accept 

the new world economic order if we are to survive. “The real enemy, then, is 

humanity itself.”

James Corbett’s meticulous research in the two excellent documentaries, How 

and Why Big Oil Conquered the Earth, evidence the parasite class’ historical 

belief in the pseudoscience of Eugenics and the social engineering concept of 

Technocracy. Eugenics, the quasi fascist scientific certainty of the early 20th 

century, and Technocracy, a belief that global society should be managed by a 

global Technocratic elite, have been consistently supported by the parasite class 

for generations.

Population control, though dressed in the fake respectability of sustainable 

development goals, is a Eugenic concept. The Internet of Things, built upon a 

global 5G monitoring grid, enables the Technocratic dream of real time 

comprehensive energy surveillance, a continuous registry of the total net 

conversion of energy. Unsurprisingly, this too is a vital component of sustainable 

development goals.

The climate emergency is the claimed rationale for the largest global power grab in

human history. It is a globalist construct, based upon highly questionable 

science, designed to steer the world towards a new global economic model based 

upon units of energy consumption. It is the perfect coalescence of the Eugenic 
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and Technocratic belief systems deeply rooted in the global culture of the parasite

class.

Climate Change activism, alarm and subsequent reactive policies are controlled 

by governments who are themselves beholding to the existing economic system 

controlled by the parasite class. It has been generations in the making and has 

incorporated all sectors of society. As prominent U.S propagandist Edward 

Bernays said:

“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organised habits and opinions of

the masses is an important element in democratic society. Those who manipulate 

this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the 

true ruling power….”

This is not what the decarbonised economy is about

We don’t have to search far to see what the new decarbonised global economy will

look like. The Climate Bonds Initiative aims to create the largest capital market in

history. A $100 trillion bond market to invest in sustainable development. 

Currently global interests rates are extremely low and yet, at the same time, the 

Climate Bond Initative is offering between an 8% – 12% yield on venture capital 
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investment. How can this be possible?

The answer is that the green initiatives it invests in are heavily subsidised by the 

tax paying cannon fodder. The system of environmental taxation is used to 

subsidise the inefficient green technologies and damaging projects the Climate 

Bond Initiative offers to investors. The tax payer is commodity being traded.

This will do nothing to effect climate change, as that is completely beyond human

control. However, it will destroy small to medium size businesses, stifle 

innovations and limit human freedom. None of that matters to the parasite class 

as their new bond market continues the age old tradition of transferring wealth 

from the population to them. We only need look at the funders of the   Climate 

Bond Initiative to see who benefits.

This is the new global economy of decarbonised sustainable development. It is 

what climate activists are actually campaigning for. They just don’t know it.

It is beyond ironic that one of the oft cited accusation against the “climate science

deniers” is that they are in the pockets of the big polluters.

As usual, the truth is the exact opposite.

Chapter 4

Recently we have all been asked to celebrate the youthful commitment to ‘save 

the planet’ personified by the ‘Youth Strike 4 Climate .’ Hundreds of thousands of

children, across the world, have been involved in various forms of strike action in 

protest against humankind’s heating of the planet through our CO2 emissions. 

Many were given leave from their lessons to ‘demonstrate.’ This has been widely 

welcomed by the political class. Jeremy Corbyn, Caroline Lucas and Nicola 

Sturgeon were but a few of the leading politicians supporting this ‘coordinated 

day of action.
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Particularly delighted was the President of the EU Commission Jean Claude 

Juncker. He tweeted his support and a committed a quarter of the EU’s annual 

budget for programs to ‘mitigate’ against man made climate change. That’s an 

annual expenditure of more than €36bn, based upon the EU’s 2015 figures. As 

ever with the EU, it is difficult to know precisely how much of your tax money 

they spend or where they spend it. They haven’t independently audited their 

budget accounts for more than 20 years, preferring their own ‘in house’ auditors. 

Wouldn’t we all?

While mass absenteeism presented a bit of a problem for schools, who should 

record a child’s absence for any reason other than illness as ‘unauthorised,’ the 

National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT) union were also supportive. 

Despite some ‘official concerns,’ clearly there was tacit acceptance of the strike 

from government education departments around the world.

All of which begs some interesting questions. Whose idea was it that 

schoolchildren as young as 5 yrs old should get involved in political protest? Who 

coordinated the ‘day of action?’ What were they protesting for (or against) and, 

most importantly, who funded it and why?
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Whose Idea Was It?

Allegedly the YouthStrike4Climate came about largely due to the efforts of 16yr old

Swedish schoolgirl Greta Thunberg. Greta staged her own school day walkout 

and formed her solo picket line outside the Swedish Parliament in the lead up to 

Swedish elections. Just two days before the elections, and only two weeks after 

starting her solitary protest, international media organisations the world over, 

such as the BBC, were already extolling the virtues of her ‘struggle.’ An incredible

piece of global media manipulation by one so young.

Greta’s achievements are truly staggering. Not only has she delivered a moving 

Ted Talk (owned by Chris Anderson’s tax exempt Sapling Foundation, whose 

publishing company Future plc apparently settled out of court for violation of U.S

online child protection laws) but also gave an ‘educational talk’ to the United 

Nations at the COP24 climate change summit. Her international government 

connections and use of social media to spread her message around the world is 

incredible. Especially seeing as she was just 15 when she began her protests. In 

the 8 months since opening her Twitter account (in June 2018), she has amassed

195,000 followers and her various videos have been shared millions of times.

Get "We Are Slaves" Right Now.

Perhaps her amazing global reach is understandable when we consider that 

Greta’s rapid emergence upon the World stage didn’t just ‘happen,’ but rather 

appears to have been carefully coordinated by grown ups. Her initial protest 

fortuitously coincided with the publication of her mother’s book. Greta’s mum, 

the opera singer Malena Ernman, worked with PR man Ingmar Rentzhog, who 

promoted her publication.

Rentzhog, coincidentally, launched his climate change social media campaign 

group “We Don’t Have the Time” the same day that Greta first started her protest.

Making a tidy sum along the way.
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Greta’s Mum & Dad

Greta’s father, Swedish actor Svante Thunberg, said that the family knew nothing

about Rentzhog’s use of Greta’s campaign to bring attention to his new lobby 

group. Surprising that Rentzhog never mentioned it to him when he was 

promoting his wife’s book. However, Rentzhog skill in public relations, and status

as one of multi-millionaire venture capitalist Al Gore’s ‘climate network leaders,’ 

possibly helped to get Greta’s message out.

Just like all the other hundreds of thousands of children involved, I have 

absolutely no doubt that Greta is genuine in her concerns about the planet being 

destroyed by human beings’ CO2 emissions. How could she believe otherwise? 

She is among the millions of schoolchildren who have been brought up to believe 

this scientifically illiterate gibberish.

The problem is, at the time, Greta was a child who was predominantly reliant 

upon what she was told by her parents, the media and her teachers. Greta seems

like a very intelligent young lady, so I am sure she is more than capable of critical

thought. However, unless she has access to information, she has no hope of ever 

exercising any. That basic human right appears to have been stolen from her.

Greta, and millions of children around the world, have been more or less 

compelled to accept that the ‘science is settled.’ There is no debate and all the 

world’s leading climate scientists agree that CO2 emissions are the main 

contributor to global warming. They have no chance of ever knowing this is 

complete tosh, because no one will ever tell them about the thousands of 

scientific papers which disagree.
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This is because children are not being educated, they are being indoctrinated. 

They are not encouraged to explore all available evidence, ask searching 

questions or form their own opinions. They are simply being inculcated into the 

new religion. Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW.) CO2, which is plant food, 

must be abolished.

Who Coordinated the Strike?

The mainstream media promoted the children’s day of action as if it were some 

sort of spontaneous upwell of youthful activism, inspired by Greta’s lone struggle.

This suggestion was complete nonsense. You don’t launch a coordinated global 

event in a matter of weeks simply by posting a few memes on Twitter.

The Youth Strike for Climate was backed by a network of environmentalist and 

radical political lobby groups. Fridays For Future which is pushing for 

implementation of the Paris Climate Agreement, widely promoted the strike. They 

claim to be a ‘grass roots’ movement inspired by Greta. This doesn’t appear to be 

true. Further investigation reveals a network of powerful interest groups behind 

the organisation.

Addressing the issue of children absenteeism from school, the Friday’s For Future

website states.

“Why are kids striking?
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School children are required to attend school. But with the worsening Climate 

Destruction this goal of going to school begins to be pointless.

– Why study for a future, which may not be there?

– Why spend a lot of effort to become educated, when our governments are not 

listening to the educated?”

The message being rammed into the children’s minds by schools, media and even

parents is clear. Unless the world does ‘something’ about climate change, they 

are going to die. There’s no point going to school because it won’t be there.

On its Facebook page ‘Fridays For Future’ states:

“The world is finally waking up. Millions of young people are realising it’s now or 

never and are looking to take direct action on the climate crisis.”

So come on all you terrified 5 year olds, It’s time you took up arms against your 

oppressors. You need to save the planet by pushing pensioners into fuel poverty.

In turn, ‘Fridays for Future’ is partnered by the UK Student Climate Network 

(UKSCN) who are linked to a number of organisations including Green & Black 

Cross and Greenpeace. Green and Black Cross have provided the children with 

some excellent advice. For example they advise them how to respond to the 

police, what to do if they get arrested and discuss the legitimacy of stop and 

search powers. Essential knowledge when you’re swatting for exams.

Similarly Greenpeace, renowned for their ‘direct action’ approach, supported the 

children’s militancy. The original founder of Greenpeace, Patrick Moore, has been

keen to point out that the modern agenda of the environmentalist lobby is based 

upon sensationalism, misinformation, anti-humanism and fear, which is why he 

left the organisation he helped to create. Of course Greenpeace don’t accept this, 

though they are keen to send panic stricken children on forced marches to 

protest against climate ‘inaction.’

What Were The Children Marching For?

The Greta Thunberg complex, via their various media outlets and extensive list of 

international pressure group partners, are lobbying for the world’s governments 
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to fully implement the Paris Agreement. This is essentially what hundreds of 

thousands of children marched to promote.

The Paris Agreement emerged triumphant from the United Nations’ Conference of 

Parties (COP21) summit in 2015. Based upon the ‘science’ pumped out by the 

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC,) the unelected UN and EU 

bureaucrats stood shoulder to shoulder with the virtue signalling political class to

announce how much more money tax payers must give them. Because, 

regardless of the questionable scientific justifications, the Paris Agreement is all 

about hoovering up peoples’ earnings. Continuing the long standing neoliberal 

tradition of transferring wealth from the people to privately owned corporations. 

Or, as the COP21 committee put it:

“making finance flows consistent with a low GHG (Green House Gas) emissions 

and climate-resilient pathway”

Based upon the questionable notion that human beings can control the 

temperature of the Earth (perhaps there’s a solar dimmer switch,) the Paris 

Agreement commits nation states to Nationally Determined Contributions 

(NDC’s). Through these, countries submit their plans on how they are going to 

reduce GHG emissions and move towards a low carbon economy. Which, 

unsurprisingly, requires both a tremendous amount of investment and increasing

energy costs. Thereby hiking up the energy providers profit margins.

This is entirely understandable because the climate change agenda has always 

been driven by two globalist principles. Firstly to steal as much money as 

possible from tax payers and secondly to hand central control of all Earth’s 

natural resources to privately owned corporations and their major shareholders.

Impressionable minds like Greta’s can then be convinced by the horrific 

propaganda of the IPCC to clamour for the imposition of climate taxes. Such as 

those announced by the Rothschild banker and President of France Emmanuel 

Macron, whose €8 billion fuel tax prompted the initial Gilet Jaune protests. 

Macron’s tax is an example of the way in which climate ‘mitigation initiatives’ will 

be financed. This is the €36bn annual expenditure that Jean Claude Juncker is 

so enthusiastic about.
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Has anyone ever told Greta that the Oil Tycoon and Rockefeller protégé Maurice 

Strong convened the first Rio Earth summit in 1992? Or that the oil / energy 

industry, through Strong and his corporate connections, were key in the creation 

of the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP?) Does Greta know the United

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC,) from which the 

Paris Agreement emerged, was formulated by globalist, venture capitalists? 

Probably not.

Along with the World Health Organisation (WHO,) UNEP, under Strong’s 

leadership, also created the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC.) 

Greta’s, along with the other child protesters, faith in the IPCC, as a scientific 

body which supposedly researches the causes of climate change, is woefully 

misguided. In reality, nothing could be further from the truth. However, this isn’t 

the children’s fault. They are being deliberately misled.

As pointed out by climatologist Dr Timothy Ball (PhD,) when the Rockefeller 

backed oil tycoon Maurice Strong wrote the IPCC terms of reference, he stipulated

that this supposedly objective scientific organisation could only consider AGW. 

No consideration of natural drivers, such as solar activity or electromagnetic 

variance, can possibly be investigated by the ‘worlds leading experts on climate 

change.’ Strong’s terms of reference stated:

“The role of the IPCC is to assess on a comprehensive, objective, open and 

transparent basis the scientific, technical and socio-economic information relevant 

to understanding the scientific basis of risk of human-induced climate change.”

Strong further ensured IPCC research was strictly limited to “human induced 

climate change” through the way he established the system of IPCC ‘working 

groups.’ Each group is required to write an assessment report (AR.) Working 

Group 1 (WG1) scientific findings are tightly controlled by Strong’s terms of 

reference then Working Group 2 (WG2) takes ‘the science’ from WG1’s 

assessment and tries to predict the vulnerability of socio-economic and natural 

systems to AGW. However, because the science is extremely limited, their 

‘computer model’ based predictions are based on little more than assumption.

Working group 3 (WG3) then adsorbs the drivel created by WG2 and uses it to 

imagine nonsensical ways of mitigating the impacts of AGW. They state:
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“Climate change mitigation is achieved by limiting or preventing greenhouse gas 

emissions and by enhancing activities that remove these gases from the 

atmosphere.”

A definition of immeasurably expensive ‘mitigation’ which completely ignores all 

the evidence to the contrary.

The IPCC are confident this has no effect on climate change.

Objective science cannot be limited by an agenda. If it is then it is neither 

scientific nor objective. Each working group’s Assessment Reports are solely 

focused upon AGW. If the objective is to understand the process of climate 

change, this makes no sense whatsoever.

There is a wealth of evidence that the Earth’s climate is an extremely complex 

system which is determined by innumerable factors. Making predictions based 

upon a predetermined assumption of ‘cause’ is ridiculous. Something which the 

IPCC admit.

For example, recent research by a team led by Professor of Mathematics 

Valentina Zharkova (PhD in Astrophysics) was able to accurately predict solar 

cycles and demonstrate the potential impact of an approaching Grand Solar 

Minimum on climate. However, because the IPCC consider AGW to be the only 

possible cause of climate change, they have nothing at all to say about the impact

of the Sun on the Earth’s climate. Which renders their opinion on climate utterly 

meaningless.
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Claims that the IPCC represent the world’s leading experts on climate change are 

risible. All they represent are the world’s leading proponents of anthropogenic 

global warming. An unproven hypothesis which doesn’t stand up to any scrutiny.

Greta has no doubt been alarmed by the world’s media who, after being issued 

with the IPCC’s various ‘Summary For Policy Makers,’ unhesitatingly report the 

IPCC’s catastrophic predictions. They then leap upon any ‘science’ they can find 

which supports the summary. Usually with farcical results.

For example a recent study published in the prestigious journal Nature, by 

researchers from Princeton University, claimed alarming ocean warming, further 

heating the climate and causing sea level rises. This was widely reported as 

further evidence of the impending doomsday. I’m sure Greta was scared witless.

However, unlike the MSM, who’s ‘science correspondents’ never seem to check 

anything related to climate alarmism, when interested scientist Nic Lewis decided

to actually review the Princeton paper he discovered they had got the basic 

mathematics wrong. The average temperature rise appeared to be less than 

previous increases, not more. Suggesting a reduction of the energy uptake in the 

system. While MSM outlets prominently splashed the dire prophecies everywhere,

the few who bothered to issue retractions relegated them to the obscurity of the 

minor pages. Thereby ensuring Greta, and thousands of other schoolchildren, 

remained both misinformed and fearful.

If the process of arriving at the various assessment reports, and the alarmism 

which follows, lacks scientific credibility, the Summary For Policy Makers (SPM) 

is completely devoid of any basis in science. It is decided by a committee of 

politicians called a ‘plenary panel.’ Supposedly based upon evidence, which is 

itself irrationally constrained, the political representatives of the world’s 

governments decide on the wording of the report.

In other words, the IPCC is a political lobby group designed to promote one 

concept, AGW, to the exclusion of all others. An approach which is the antithesis 

of the scientific method.

Greta, and the hundreds of thousands of protesting children inspired by her PR 

team, had absolutely no idea at all that they were marching to promote an 
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economic agenda, designed by multinational corporations. This agenda is based 

upon spurious scientific evidence, is advocated by compliant political puppets 

and aims to increase taxation and consolidate control of resources.

Very far indeed from ‘saving the planet.’

Who Funded the Child Protest and Why?

Greenpeace is the richest environmentalist lobby group in the world. Among its 

major donors are the Tides Foundation. Established in 1976 by Drummond Pike, 

the son of a wealthy Investment Banker, who could therefore afford to invest his 

life in activism, the Tides Foundation and Pike have somewhat murky 

backgrounds. In 2008 it was revealed that Pike paid back nearly $1m that fellow 

Tides Foundation board member Dale Rathke had allegedly embezzled from the 

Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN.) Why he did 

this remains unknown.

Due to their tax exemptions, the Tides Foundation can withhold information 

about where their donor’s money is directed but, given that Greenpeace list them 

as a major contributor, the evidence suggests that a number of those doners 

contribute to Greenpeace and, subsequently, Fridays for Future and 

Strike4Climate. Follow the money and we find out who was behind the child 

protest.

The Open Society Foundation (OSF) is the tax haven slush fund off the billionaire 

globalist, venture capitalist George Soros. It is a major Tides donor. The bulk of 

Greenpeace funding comes from unnamed, private donors. However, Greenpeace 

were instrumental in coordinating the 2017 ‘Peoples Climate March,’ to which 

Soros was a major contributor. Soros is a significant ‘individual donor’ to a 

variety of environmentalist causes. He is also invests heavily in the fossil fuel 

industry, is a convicted fraudster and a leading member of the eugenicist ‘think 

tank’ the Club of Rome.

Another Tides contributor is the Ford Foundation. It was established as a tax 

write off by well-known fascist sympathiser and eugenicist Henry Ford in 1936. It
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has collaborated extensively in population control initiatives with the Rockefeller 

Foundation. They began their involvement in the Environmentalist Movement in 

the 1960’s.

Similarly the Rockefeller Foundation (RF) contribute to the Tides Foundation. RF 

invests heavily in ‘renewable energy’ and ‘education’ and is one of the tax 

avoidance vehicles used by the globalist bankers, the Rockefeller family. It was 

the Rockefellers who formed the Club of Rome and have long argued for 

‘population control.’

In fact, rather like the AGW hypothesis today, eugenics (racial supremacy) and 

population control (which means depopulation) were widely accepted as ‘settled 

science’ for much of the 19th and 20th century. The link between the eugenicists 

and the environmental lobby was firmly established by Maurice Strong in his 

opening speech at the 1992 Rio Earth summit. Speaking about global population 

growth he said:

“Central to the issues we are going to have to deal with are: ……..the explosive 

increase in population, largely in the developing world.……this growth cannot 

continue. Population must be stabilized……. “

Strong was clearly indicating his belief, shared by many of the billionaire 

philanthropists who fund climate change alarmism, that the world’s human 

population needs to be culled. However Strong’s ideas were formed earlier when 

he was also a leading member of the Rockefeller funded “Club of Rome” (CoR).
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In 1972 the ‘world’s leading climate scientists’ were all warning the world about 

the coming Ice Age. However, Strong and his fellow CoR members, like Henry 

Kissinger and David Rockefeller, were already planning for global warming. In 

their report called ‘The World’s First Revolution,’ the CoR wrote:

“In searching for a common enemy against whom we can unite, we came up with 

the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and 

the like would fit the bill…. All these dangers are caused by human intervention… 

The real enemy, then, is humanity itself.”

Essentially the globalists like Strong, David Rockefeller and latterly George Soros,

are seeking to establish the New World Order. Something they have spoken about

at length in numerous interviews. For them, the NWO is single, global system of 

financial control which manages all of the Earths resources under their unelected

leadership. They have long used the unsubstantiated hypothesis of AGW to 

advance their globalist, eugenic agenda. This is why they created the UNEP, 

UNFCCC and the IPCC.

The Paris Agreement set up the NDC’s are to be implemented at the local level 

through Agenda 2030, using the U.N’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s.) 

These aim to place control of food, water, air, land, sea, energy, government, 

economy, gender and health in the hands of the international banking cartel. 

Wherever you live on Earth simply Google (or better, Startpage ) “Your Home 

Town” + “sustainability” and you will quickly find the impact of Agenda 2030 on 

your local community.

Co-opting children to advance your totalitarian political agenda is nothing new. 

Hitler, another eugenicist, had his Hitlerjugend and Stalin his Komsomol. The 

objective is always the same. To brainwash the youth with your ideology in order 

to eliminate all dissent against your absolute rule within a generation. The 

methods never change either. Provide the children only with the carefully selected

information that supports your agenda and tell them that anyone who opposes 

your self serving world view is either dangerous, stupid or both. As the children 

mature their radicalisation can then be employed to enforce your policy agenda. 

By force if necessary. By the time they become adults, through strict control of 

education and the media, most will have no idea that other opinions, or counter 
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evidence, ever existed.

Sadly, while Greta and her global army of child protestors, have acted from 

nothing but the very best of intentions, they have been ruthlessly exploited to 

advance the globalist ambitions of multinational corporations. It isn’t their fault.

The same cannot be said for the adults who blindly accept everything they are 

told, without any critical thought. Propelling the children, and the rest of us, into 

a dystopian control grid.
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